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The second meeting of the Patron­
esses in aid of the Madigan Memorial 
Hospital was held at the home of 
Mrs. James Madigan Tuesday p. m. 
for the purpose of electing officers for 
the coming year.
Mrs. James C. Madigan, President; 
Mrs. Thomas V. Doherty, Vice Presi­
dent; Mrs. J. A. Donovan, Secretary; 
Mrs. Geo. A. Gorham, Treasurer.
Bach member present agreed to 
organise a hand of ten members among 
her own friends, one band coming 
each week to sew for the needs of 
the hospital.
Mrs. F. H. Jackson was elected 
Supervisor of the bands.
After a few introductory remarks, 
stating the object of the meeting, the 
following statement was read:
The Madigan homestead was left 
to Mr. Albert W. Madigan by his 
father and mother, James C. Madigan 
and Mary Anna Madigan.
Albert W. Madigan left the home 
and about forty acres of land for a 
hospital to be known as the Madigan 
Memorial Hospital in memory of his 
father and mother.
The hospital was organized as a 
charitable corporation and the work 
of modernising the old house and 
building the brick wing was under­
taken.
This work was outlined by the 
trustees and was carried on and 
■ completed under direction of the late 
Judge Madigan.
The amount exp4hded in remodel­
ing and bunding the new buildings 
and installing the X-ray plant, operat­
ing room etc. aggregated over 136,000. 
This was assumed and carried by the 
hospital until July, 1. IMS, when it 
was paid by the Madigan family, litis 
left the hospital fully equipped, under 
way and free from debt.
Since July 1, IMS, the hospitaal has 
practically paid its expenses.
Dr. John Donovan, who died in 
Lewiston last year, left all his 
instruments, the office furniture end 
library to the hospital, and the 
balance of his estate after the death 
of his wife, and his was estimated at 
about |40,000.
Charles Mooer, who died in Houl-’ 
ton Within a year/ left most of his 
estate to the hospital and this amount­
ed to several thousand dollars.
Before the meeting adjourned the 
members were requested to organize a 
Donation Day during Thanksgiving 
week which is to be an annual affair.
"The good health of its members is 
the greatest asset of a community 
and a disproportion of sickness is a 
menace and a danger. The public 
must be made to understand very 
clearly that the money which it gives 
to maintain hospitals W not for chari­
ty but for its own protection, just as 
the money which it expends upon its 
Courts, its police department or its Are 
deportment. The public has a right 
to  demand that no hoepital shall be 
run for profit, that it should not 
traffic in the miseries and misfortunes 
of the people in order to pay dividends 
to its owners; that it shall acquire 
capital and reserves only for the 
purpose of giving better service to 
the sick; in other words that it shall 
never become a business, as we under­
stand business, but shall remain 
always and soley a service."
Seme people are under the impres­
sion that no patient is admitted unless 
he is able to pay his expenses. The 
books of the hospital show that $3,900 
is the total for persons who were aid­
ed in the past two years.
ELIZA COTTLE MCBRIDE
Mrs. Eliza Cottle McBride, widow 
of the late Henry J. McBride of Little­
ton, died Tuesday morning at the 
bonye of her sister, Mrs. L. A. Shaw, 
gtpiUwA Ave., with whom she has 
lived since last winter.
Mrs. McBride has been in poor 
boalth for several months, during 
which time she has borne her illness 
with Christian fortitude.
She is survived by two children, 
Mrs. James Dugan of South Gardiner, 
Me. Zemro McBride of Littleton 
y in  two sisters and one brother, Mrs. 
Leighton A. Shaw, Misa Marjorie 
Cottle of this town, Mr. Fletcher Cottle 
o f Yakama, Wash.
Those who toaw  M m  McBride inti- 
■misty ee* testify to her many good 
qusHtiti She was a splendid neigh­
bor, kind hearted and always willing 
to  do for others in trouble. • devoted 
member o f the First Baptist church 
w hei* She win be grsatly missed.
Funeral aanrloaa warn bold from  
bar lata home Thursday afternoon, 
by Rev. Henry C. Speed, 
tog made in Evergreen
BOWLING AT THE DUX ALLEYS
The first real line up of the season 
took place Wednesday night, and 
although few of the members were 
interested enough to attend, about 25 
of the faithful were on hand to take 
part in the contest.
Jimmie Nason’s youngsters got an 
early jump on the “old boys,” who 
could not seem to get started right, 
and a count of the score showed that 
the “old boys” were overwhelmed by 
a 23 pin margin, Nason, Rogers and 
Taggett being the high men for the 
youngsters, while for the “old boys” 
Orcutt, Moir, McGary and Berrie had 
strings well above the 90 mark.
The hour being early, a challenge 
was made for a second game with a 
few changes in the line-up and in this 
game the youngsters were smothered 
by an avalanche of flying pins, every 
man but one being beaten by his 
elder contestant.
* While the grand totals were disap- 
pointly small, the contest uncovered 
some talent that looks awful good 
with a little practice.
THOMAS P. PUTNAM 
PASSES AWAY
Houlton Loses Cue of Its 
Best Citizens— Was Long 
Prominent in Town Afiairs
UNIQUE RECITAL GIVEN AT 
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM 
PLEASES LARGE AUDIENCE
The recital given last Tuesday even­
ing under the auspices of the Astle 
Music Co, by a group of Edison 
artists drew one of the largest 
audiehces ever seen in the building.
The recital was a unique one in a 
way. Artists of national repute gave 
Houlton’s musically cultured people 
an opportunity of hearing a program 
of high grade music, at the same time 
proving that the new Edison had just­
ly earned the name given it by musical 
critics, “the phonograph with a soul.”
The various tone tests given by the 
several artists amazed the large 
audience time and time again, while 
Betsy Lane Shepherd was singing in 
unison with one of the re-creations of
her voice, the audience was unable to\
distinguish the difference.
Betsy Lane Shepherd made a fine 
impression on her hearers. She was 
gracioys and responded frequently 
with an encore.
Other artists, Miss Madeline Mac- 
Guigan in her charming violin selec­
tions drew a well merited applause. 
Mr. Igor Sokoloff, cellist, and Mr. 
Renzi Thomas, pianist, also pleased 
with their wonderful skill. The entire 
company were artists of the highest 
m*Vr, and the music lovers of Houl­
ton are certainly indebted to the 
Astle Music Co. who arranged for the 
concert for an evening of rare enjoy­
ment.
The instrument used in the Tone- 
Test was one of regular stock and is 
an exact duplicate of Mr. Edison’s 
laboratory model, which he perfected 
after spending three million dollars.
mm Palp* who vorsd to 
r, Mk MriF'to.tho aouwr, to
ANNUAL MEETING NORTHERN 
MAINE FAIR ASSOCIATION
The annual meeting of the North­
ern Maine Fair Ass’n was held Mon­
day in Municipal Hall, with a large 
attendance, showing much interest in 
the affairs of the organization and its 
continued progress and prosperity.
The reports presented showed a 
gain practically offsetting the ex­
penditures which have been made the 
past year for improvements, which 
represented a considerable sum.
The following officers were elected 
for the ensuing year:'-President, J. F. 
Guiou; Vice Presidents, Cyrus Chase, 
Westfield; Herbert L. Griffin, Cari­
bou; Sec’y., E. T. McGlauflin; Treas., 
S. A. McGlauflin.
It was voted to increase the num­
ber of directors from 6 to 9. A. E. 
Hoyt and John Belyea were re-elect­
ed directors, and new directors were 
chosen as follows: N. F. Perry, three 
years; B. A. BTewellyn, Easton, two 
years; Hugh Jamieson, Presque Isle, 
one year. The following other officers 
were elected: Marshal, Walter Mer­
ritt; Auditor, George F, Washburn; 
Superintendents: upper hall, John 
Belyea; lower hall, Frank E. Tarr; 
Supt. Grounds, C. F. Grant; Trotting 
Dept., R. J. Smith—Star-Herald.
The annual Fair will be held this 
year Sept. 6-7-8-9.
The passing away on Saturday night 
of Thomas P. Putnam removes from 
our midst a native born son, who has 
had much to do with the present 
condition of the prosperous town in 
which he was born, lived and died.
The son of Lyman O. and Martha 
Putnam, was born in March 1862. He 
attended the school taught by his 
mother, Houlton Academy and gradu­
ated from Colby in 1884. He studied 
Law in the office of the late Llewelyn 
Powers and was admitted to the 
Aroostook Bar on February 26, 1891, 
and opened an office in Houlton with 
Hon. Llewlyn Powers and later was 
associated with his brother Beecher for 
the practice of his profession which 
he has conducted until the time of 
his death, which was due to complica­
tions brought on by several severe 
illnesses.
As a citizen Mr. Putnam was always 
interested in the welfare of the town, 
he was selectman from March 1897 
until March 1906, and in this position 
he was alive to the best interests of 
the town and had much to do with 
its improvements, the most important 
was his interest and his activities in 
formulating plans for the securing of 
Monument Park. He was Town 
Treasurer in 1894-5-6, and was elected 
County Treasurer in 1918 for four 
years. When the Houlton Trust 
Company was organized in 1905 he 
was its first Treasurer and continued 
in this position until 1914, authough 
he was not able to attend to the duties 
of the office for a year and a half on 
account of illness. He was on the 
Board of the Houlton Water Co., a 
Trustee of the Cary Library, and a 
member of the Meduxnekeag Club.
As a business man he was highly 
regarded and in his business as a 
lawyer he was much sought after in 
looking after estates, and at the time 
of his death had the charge of a great 
many.
In January 18. 1889 he was married 
to Miss Jennie C. S terns of Deep 
River, Connecticut, who survives him 
together with two brothers, Dr. Harry 
L. who is now living in Florida, and 
Beecher of Houlton.
Funeral services were held from his 
late residence on Main street on Tues­
day afternoon. Rev. F. Dwight Mowrey 
officiating, the exercises being in 
charge of Rockabema Lodge I. O. O. 
F. of which he was a member, and 
interment was made in Evergreen 
Cecetary.
The November term of Court ad­
journed during the funeral, and all 





Plan Much Work for Coining 
Year in Interests of the 
Automobile Owner
THOMAS P. PUTNAM
N. E. POTATO CROP 
SUFFERS AS RESULT 
OF ROT IN OCTOBER
The New England potato crop 
suffered a shrinkage of about 6 per 
cent and was reduced in quality as the 
result of rot during October, accord­
ing to the report of V. A. Sanders, 
field agent of the bureau of crop 
estimates of the United States Depart­
ment of Agriculture. The crop is 
j now estimated at 34,950,000 bushels, 
j compared with the five year average 
of 34,778,000 bushels and 35,080,000 in 
! 1919.
j The net average yield in the Aro.is- 
i took region is estimated at. 180 bushels 
| per acre, with production at. 15,750.000 
I bushels, a loss of nearly a million 
: bushels in October. The total Maine 
i crop is reported reduced to 21,240,
I 000 bushels from 23,128,000 estimated 
j  last month, and a five year average 
; of 23,309,000.
POTATOES
The market has dropped off a little 
since last week, buyers were offering 
$3.00 for Green Mountains and $2.75 
for Cobblers and practically the same 
conditions here as in the New York 
markets is what resulted in the drop 
—too great a supply.
The government report as will be 
seen elsewhere in this isssue shows 
that in Aroostook the stock has dimin­
ished quite materially on account of 
rot.
The Produce News says:
Receipts have been quite heavy 
again this week, but the weather was 
cool and more favorable, and busi­
ness has increased in volume. An 
average advance of 15(fi2fK‘ per bag 
resulted during the week, but at the 
close, stock commenced to accumu­
late and feeling became quiet. The 
Government, report, which shows an 
I increase of 7.000.000 bu. over the Sept. 
1 estimate, had also something to do 
with the quiet feeling at the close. 
The Government purchased 25<U><ui 
lbs. of potatoes for its November 
supply put up in two-bushel crates 
and delivered at Hoboken or South 
B rooklyn. F ive o f the lary.<- m er­
chants competed, the lowest bid being 
$5.b9 per cwt. The other bids were 
as follows: $2.17. $3.21. $3.23. $3.33. 
This shows the trend of values 
amongst the leading wholesale dis­
tributers. Long Island potatoes sold 
at $4.5(i. rarely $4.65. per 165 lb. bag. 
while the Jersey potatoes ranged $4# 
4.50 as to grading. Potatoes coming 
fre m State and Pennsylvania rarely 
graded close enough to exceed $4(ft 
4.25. However, some lots of closely 
graded are going higher. Jersey long 
kinds have advanced to $3.2aftJ.Jh 
per 150 lbs.: Virginia, second crop ar­
riving more freely and selling at $•>(??' 




The Houlton Woman’s ( ’ lub gave a 
reception for the parents and teachers 
Friday evening, Nov. 12, in the High 
School Auditorium.
Mrs. Stella K. White, chairman of 
the educational committee, arranged 
the following program:
Violin Solo K°y Niles
Mrs. White introduced the Pres, of 
the Club, Mrs. Lida B. Hodgius who 
gave the welcome address.
Music H. H. S. Girls Quartet
Prin. Stover of Ricker gave the 
response to the welcome in behalf ot 
the teachers.
Vocal Solo John Houghton
Supt. Thomas Packard spoke on the 
public health program that is em­
phasized all over the state, and intro­
duced the chief speaker of the even­
ing. Miss Taylor of the State Dept, 
of Health. She asked the cooperation 
of the parents in tin's new subject. 
Her talk was very interesting.
Vocal Solo
Mr. Keves of the R. C. 1. faculty 
Reading
Miss Gray of the H. H. S. faculty 
Alter the program a social hour was 
enjoyed, and punch and wafers were 
served.
MRS. ADELINE SMITH SLIPP
Many Houlton friends will be sorry 
to learn of the death of Mrs. Adeline 
Slipp which occurred last Wednesday 
at the home of her son George in 
Belfast.
Mrs. Slipp met with an unfortunate 
accident a few weeks ago, when she 
fell and fractured her hip, and her 
advanced age could not withstand the 
•hock.
Mrs. Slipp. was the widow of the 
late Geo. F. Slipp and had resided in 
this vicinity nearly all of her life, only 
a few years ago going to Belfast to 
be with her son.
.. She la survived by one brother, 
AUfin T. Smith of Houlton and six 
children, Fred Slipp, New Brunswick; 
Dudley Slipp, Augusta; Benj. Slipp, 
Pittsfield; Geo. 81lpp, Belfast; Mrs. 
C. H. Rideout, Houlton; Mrs. J. C. Hill 
man of Portland.
Her remains were brought to Houl- 
ton for burial. Funeral services were 
held Sunday from the Free Baptist 
church, Rev, F. Clarke Hartleyofficiat­
ing-
ELKS OBSERVE LADIES’ NIGHT
The regular ladies’ night at tbe 
Elks club was held Thursday (Armis­
tice day) instead of the regular day , 
Tuesday.
Nearly two hundred persons at­
tended, a*d a most enjoyable even­
ing was spent.
A fine musical program was given J 
by Miss Eva Hackett, Miss Ann! 
Mulcaster, Messrs. Finn and Hough­
ton.
From 9.00 o’clock until a late hour 
many enjoyed the dancing. Music by 
Bryson’s orchestra.
NEVERS BECOMES OWNER 
OF ALFRED KING 2.13 1-4
The splendid black trotter, Alfred 
King, 2.13M, which was recently pre­
sented by his owner C. S. Spencer of 
Boston to his trainer Frank Fox, who 
won so many races in this section last 
season on the Maratime and Maine 
Circuit, was purchased last week by 
Harry Nevers, the popular Houlton 
horseman, and has already been plac­
ed in his new quarters.
Mr. Nevers Intends to enlarge his 
string of horses by the accqulsition of 
several new speedy ones. *
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
The Bol) Ott Musical Comedy 
Company will be at the Temple all 
the present week. Ask your friends 
bow the entertainment was on Mon­
day evening?
Complete change of program each 
day. There is one reel of pictures 
each evening at 8 o ’clock. Bob Ott 
Co. at 8.15.
No Matinees until Saturday. On 
Saturday there is a Matinee with a 
Feature Picture. Mary Miles Minter 
in “ Peggy Rebels” at 2 o’clock and 
3.15 The Musical Comedy Co’s, fine 
show. Big double show for only 35 
and 50 cents.
Saturday evening, Mary Miles Min­
ter at 7 o’clock. Bob Ott Co. at 8.15. 
Prices 36c, 50c, 75c, $1.00. Positively 
the best thing of the season.
Make your plans to attend the 
Temple Thanksgiving evening to see 
Wallace Reid in “What’s Your Hurry,” 
also a two reel Animal Comedy. 
There will be an Orchestra in attend­
ance.
Mrs. Sidney Graves ot Presque Isle 
was in town, the guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. O. M. Smith for the week end.
Hiram \V. Ricker of Poland Spring 
was re-elected president of the Maine 
Automobile Association at the annual 
meeting of the directors held in Port­
land Wednesday. Vice presidents 
elected were: Charles H. Fogg, Houl­
ton; Charles S. Hichborn, Augusta, 
Robert J. Peacock, Lubec; Dr. E. B. 
Sanger, Bangor; Joseph W. Simpson, 
York Harbor; Perley F. Ripley, South 
Paris; Frank E. Gurnsey, Dover; W.
| s. Marble, Rangeley; Frank B. Nichols 
Bath; Arthur G. Staples, Lewiston; 
secretary-treasurer, D. • Hoegg, Ji.. 
Portland.
The executive committee was select- 
ed in the choice of the following: Hi­
ram W. Ricker, Poland; Walter B. 
Parker. Portland; Charles S. Hitch- 
born. Augusta; A. Q. Miller, Auburn; 
DeForest H. Perkins. Portland; D. W. 
Hoegg. Portland.
It was unanimously voted to ap­
point a legislative committee to take 
up the question of revising the auto- 
mobile and hihway laws ol the State. 
At the present time these are being 
administered by four different depart­
ments and it was the unanimous vote 
of all of the directors that a separate 
department of motor vehicles should 
be established hv the State, which 
would have charge of registration of 
all motor cars, regulation of motor 
trucks and other phases of automobile 
affairs properly coming before this 
department.
Tlx- <ornmittfw was named as fol­
lows: Charles S. Hichborn, Augusta; 
Frank I). Marshall. Portland; A. S. 
Littlefield. Rockland; W. R. Pattan- 
gall. Augusta; W. B. Skelton. Lewis- 
ton; Ernest F. Clason, Lisbon Falls; 
Robert J. Peacock. Lubec; Bertran
G. Mclntire. Norway ; Arthur It. Gould 
Presque Isle; H. D. Granville. Par- 
sonslield; John Clark Scates, West­
brook: F. E. Guernsey. Dover; Joseph 
W. Simpson. York Harbor; DeBoicst
H. Perkins. Portland.
The committee will meet within a 
short time and will confer with the
various State committees handling the 
automobile and highway laws. It also 
lias the approval of Governor-elect 
Parkhurst of Bangor who will assist 
in the work of revision in every possi­
ble way.
The committee also discussed the 
question of trucks, particularly relat­
ing to the extra heavy ones that are 
of excessive tonnage for the Maine 
roads. The question of having an 
open season for trucks, not allowing 
them on the highways when the frost 
is coming out of the ground was also 
considered.
During the session much informa­
tion was gained from Field Agent 
Wheeler wh ) has been working in the 
interests of the Association in all 
parts of the state, the most important 
being that many peope were of the 
impression that the Maine Automo­
bile Ass n had direct charge of build­
ing tin' roads, whereas they ha\e 
nothing whatever to do with the build­
ing. all construction being in the 
hands of the Highway Uomn. Some 
members in former years refused to 
pav their dues, because Trunk lines 
had not been built in the sections 
w here these people lived. The Maine 
Auto Assn s working along different 
lines, all in the interests of tbe auto­
mobile* owners.
is wel 1 known this Association 
has secured the passage of all the 
laws, raising money to build roads, 
the original Bond Issue and later the 
Mill Tax. whereby the* money was 
made* available for building our Trunk
Another tiling which the Field 
Agent brought out that he had found 
a number of people had joined an 
automobile association which is doing 
business under a similar name, 
under the impression that they were 
joining the Maine Automobile Ass’n., 
the latter organization is the only one 
which is working in the interests of 
the Maine Automobile owner, the only 
expenses of which are for getting 
members and the expenses of the 
Secretary’s office, all the time and 
expenses of the officers and directors 
of the Maine Auto Ass’n. being given 
freely by prominent men in all parts 
of the state, for the benefit of the 
automobile owner, in providing money 
to build roads with, and everyone 
should hear in mind that this is their 
work, while the Highway Commission 
BUILDS the roads.
Had it not been for the work of this 
organization, money to meet the ap­
propriations from the Federal Govern­
ment for the building of roads would 
not have been available.
The Legislative committee will look 
after the necessary legislation at 




“Bill Sharen” < 2.1114 ) the famous 
Canadian clean-up horse for the past 
two seasons, was sold Saturday to 
Thomas W. Murphy, the famous 
Grand circuit driver of Poughkeepsie, 
N. Y. for $25,000 American money, 
equal to about $28,000 in Canadian 
funds. This is the highest price ever 
paid for a standard-bred horse in 
Canada.
“Bill Sharen” is a chestnut stallion,
[ 5 years old, by Captain Aubrey 
' (2.07Vi) he by Peter the Great; dam 
■: Narroway W. (2.15V4) by Lookaway. 
He was raised from a colt by Samuel 
J. Bolye of Fredericton, at the time 
1 of the sale owned by A. Alcorn of 
, Blackville.
This horse has won 19 races in 19 
starts in the past two years, taking 12 
in the past season and seven in 1919.
' Murphy and Hector Mclnnis came 
Saturday and looked him over and the 
sale was soon negotiated. It is under- 
i stood that the horse will go to the 
i stable of a Grand circuit string-
HOULTON HIGH SCHOOL > 
HOLDS INTER-CLASS
TRACK MEET
One of the interesting events in 
! school life was the track meet given 
bv the students of Houlton High 
School last week at the Park, and Mr. 
Jenkins, physical director of the Houl­
ton schools, is much gratified with 
the success of the event and the 
interest taken by the various classes.
Although the Senior class outscored 
all of the other classes, there were 
. many fine contests during the after­
noon.
Some weeks ago Mr. A. K. Stetson, 
a member of the Educational board, 
offered a silver cup as a prize to be 
contested for yearly at inter-class 
track meets, and by winning this 
year the Seniors have the right to 
have inscribed on the cup the class
‘ num erals.
1 Summary of events:
100 yard dash—Won by Churchill 
'21; second, Starkey, ’21; third, Bar­
ton, ’21. Time: 12.5 seconds.
220 yard dash—Won by Churchill 
’21: second. Starkey, '21; third, Bruce 
'22. Time: 29 seconds.
440 yard dash—Won by Purdy, ’23; 
second. Barker, '22; third, Thompson, 
'24. Time: 1 minute 8 seconds.
8S0 yard run—Won by Penning­
ton. '21: second. Carr, ’21; third, Bith- 
er. '22. Time: 2 minutes 33 seconds.
Shot Put—Won by Manuel, ’22; 
distance. 29 feet 5 inches; second Pur­
dy. '23; third. Tingley, '21.
’ High Jump—Won by Porter. '23;
4 feet 7 inches; second. Churchill. ‘21; 
third. Beckwith. ’24.
Discuss Throw—Won by Fowler 
i '21. distance 79 feet; second, Hender­
son. ’23; third, Carr, ’21.
Broad Jump—Won by Barker. '22;
, distance 13 feet 9 inches;-second. Gor- 
; ham '21; third, Ross ’24. 
i Tug of war won by Senior Class.
, Final Point standing:
{ Seniors 35; Sophmores 19; Juniors
i 14; Freshmen 4.
FOOTBALL
Armistice day was a bad day for 
j the Houlton school football teams, as 
j both H. H. S. and R. C. I. got badly 
j trimmed.
[ H. H. S. played a return game with 
| Caribou on their grounds and were 
j defeated by a score of 13 to 6. 
j R. C. I. went to Millinocket and 
I was shut out by a 7 to 0 score.
WOMAN’S CLUB
The regular meeting of t h e  
Woman’s Club takes place Monday 
next at Watson Hall, 2.30 p. m. sharp.
Prof. Huddiliston of the University 
of Maine will deliver a lecture, to 
which the teachers of the town are 
cordially invited.
The importance of having sufficient 
funds for maintaining the roads, after 
they are built was discussed, as well 
as detours around new construction 
and many other matters pertaining 
to the welfare of automobile owners.
In the near future solicitations for 
new members will be made, as well 
as dues for the coming year from old 
members, and the success or failure 
of the efforts of this campaign will 
have much to do with the success of 
the organization which is worthy of 
support.
President Ricker presided at the 
meeting and the following directors 
were in attendance. Charles S. Hich­
born, Augusta; Charles A. Hill, 
Belgrade Lakes; A. Q. Miller, Auburn; 
Joseph W. Simpson, York Harbor; 
Ernest F. Clason, Lisbon Falls; De- 
Forest H. Perkins, Portland; P. F. 
Ripley, South Paris; D. W. Hoegg, Jr. 
Portland; Harvey D. Granville, Par- 
sonsfield; Frank B. Nichols, Bath; 
Arthur R. Gould, Presque Isle; W. S. 
Marble, Rangeley; P. W. Hall, Green­
ville; Charles H. Fogg, Houlton; 
Robert J. Peacock, Lubec; Walter B. 
Parker, Portland; John Clark Scates, 
Westbrook; Hiram W. Ricker, Poland 
Spring; W. D. Talbot, Rockland; 
Arthur G. Staples, Lewiston; Frank D. 
Marshall, Portland.
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THE RED CR08S APPEAL
‘ ‘A heart and a dollar.” That’s all 
you need, and if you have the heart 
you’ll find it easy to get the dollar. 
One dollar is not the limit, however. 
The dollar may be only the symbol, 
which multiplied by five, ten, twenty, 
fifty or a hundred, expresses the size 
of your heart where the Red Cross is 
concerned.
There should be no need to dwell 
upon the purposes for which the Red 
Cross asks funds, and there is not, we 
believe, any disposition to question 
the work the organization is doing. 
Before the great war the Red Cross 
was known principally at times of 
fire, flood, famine and other disas­
ters. Otherwise it was quiescent and 
often almost forgotten by the world 
at large. When the war broke in 
1914 the Red Cross was first to 
respond to the <jall for relief, medical, 
surgical and nursing. Its record of 
.service throughout the entire strug- 
x gle was noble and glorious, and it is 
not yet finished.
If the financial and material dam­
age wrought by the great conflict has 
not been repaired in two years, 
neither has the damage done to the 
bodies and minds of our soldier boys. 
According to Red Cross figures, 26,- 
000 American service men are still in 
hospitals and the Red Cross is work­
ing in 60 army hospitals and 20 
naval bases. In addition to its work 
With disabled men directly, it has a 
far larger field of service with their 
families and with the families of men 
who did not come back. In almost 
every town and city the home service 
work of the Red Cross is known and 
appreciated, and in addition to the 
paid workers in the larger centers, 
there is a host of voluntary visitors 
who study the cases which are 
brought to their attention and render 
assistance.
The Red Cross is also maintain­
ing its work abroad, and in the hos­
pitals and relief stations throughout 
Europe is striving to alleviate human 
distress. It is significant that of all 
the organizations in this country 
which are conducting the annual roll 
call during this month, none* are more 
active and Interested than those com­
posed of foreign born residents. In 
Boston committees for the drive have 
been organized by the Polish, Swed­
ish, Lettish, Russian, Armenian and 
Jewish colonies. These people ap­
preciate to a greater extent than 
native Americans the conditions 
which the Red Cross has to meet and 
the work which it is doing. A writer 
recently in the London Spectator who 
had travelled up and down Euf6pef 
pralsfid the management of the hos­
pitals and the maanner in which they 
are caring for those under their 
charge.
Perhaps no better appeal has yet 
been made than the brief one of Vice 
President-elect Calvin Coolidge:
“There are no large results without 
organized effort. In ’no other way 
can the mercy of mankind adequately , 
be expressed. To that end the Red 
Cross, the greatest expression of the 
compassion of mankind, should have 
its organization maintained and sup­
ported.”
of business and pleasure.
No greater duty, no more important 
and'vital necessity rests upon the or­
ganized automotive dealers of the 
United States at this moment than
look with contempt on a small busi­
ness. They are ambitious to do big 
thing's, and are not satisfied unless 
they enter some tremendous organiza­
tion, which alone they feel will give 
adequate scope to their expanding 
talents.
But often a fellow entering such a
n that has •".vn a do/t". men travel­
ing around ho use spare moments 
in publishing abroad the advantages 
of that community, is going to make 
an impression. Men who have that 
determination to push their towns 
ahead tire going to succeed in doing
St).
A tov grows hy its reputa? ion. A 
sn ill town with a lot of retire and 
ardent boosters. stands it better 
chance of growth than a large one 
whim »s simply satisfied and w h o s e  
people never make any effort to build 
it up.
Do von want sour home town to
______ _____ _______ _______ ____, .grow? Then talk it up. Speak about
this need for eternal vigilance in the | business is put to \voik and kept a ^ when you see your friends and 
matter of road building. kmg time just doing one kind oi ! reiatives from otli4r sections and
states. Don’t be afraid to brag about ;
HOW WILL WE MAKE
long ti e just doing one kind of 
thing. He gets no general idea of the 
business, and may have to remain
GERMANY PAY FOR IT ? j  doing one kind of thing for many
Our army of occupation on the | years. He gets no chance to show
Rhine is not a large force compared j what he can do.
with those of the French and Brit- j Some years ago a young man went 
ish, but it is estimated that the j into a small factory in his home town,
cost of keeping it there amounts to i It was a little business without much
about a millions dollars a day. Un-i chance for growth. But it gave a fel-
der the terms of the armistice and j low a chance to do all parts of the j  prosperity carries with it the seeds
it a little. It is worth it. If you make 
it a continuous-policy to do this, it will 
bring new people here, and it will 
create an impression 'that it is a live 
town of enthusiastic hustlers.
\alui‘. It h<> gives just ordinary value 
lie • lii.< ly get just an ordinary 
volunn* :,f t;\4de.
kbit it he can double his business in 
•i wit an. lino tho charge that has to 
!“ M<" ‘ against such articles for
« W‘ and other expense is less 
P' - • aii lc. Therefore he can sell for 
:" ''s uoucy and mak.- just as good a 
p; o - i i .
•'/' a l a advertises, regular- 
'■ !l is aiai! that it lias a pushing
d< f* ii.ation to g.-t more trade, 
realizing that the 'nigger business can 
• -on;. at less expense per article.
J almost invariably the case that 
a w-rsistent advertiser gets more 
than his share of the trade in his line. 
Consequently he can afford to sell 
cheaper, and his store is an ad­
vantageous one for the public to trade 
in.
oi kind words. The more liberal you 
ate with these the more you will 
have.
PROSPERITY AND DECLINE
Some one said the other day that
the treaty, the German government j  work. Finally the business had to be | ot- jts own destruction. “When we
is under obligation to pay this bill, 
but so far the Berlin authorities 
have made no substantial move in 
that direction and meanwhile the 
total goes piling up.
given up, as it was too small t o : become prosperous,” the speaker 
compete with the big fellows. Mean- Went on, “ we are inclined to become
while this young man had acquired ^ uitra conservative, a Ittle lazy, and
such a thorough grasp of all the often seif centered. The man who
v~. o~— f ........   processes, that he soon got a chance i jlas ^jg way (^) ma^e jn the world is
Nor are there any indications j as factory manager for one of the usuany willing to risk his shirt to do
that the government at Washington j country's biggest enterprises. It all ; something big, while the man who has
is bestirring itself to enforce the j came from the training of a little one ....................
payment of this obligation. The ' horse shop, as some would call it.
matter, like many others, has been, A banker remarked the other day 
permitted to drift along presunikbly ; that a young man could have no more 
in the hope that the outcome of the useful preparation for business than
It takes very little brains and 
much less piety to constitute a first 
class grumbler.
The rarest feeling that ever lights 
the human face is the contentment 
of a loving soul.
Take as much care of your money 
as you can if your means are limit­
ed. but don’t try to save your smiles
made his pile is not so inclined.”
A certain degree of poverty is good 
for people, or at least it tends to 
(fevelop  their initiative. The rich 
man’s son 1ms everything handed to
elections would provide an easy so- to work a year or two in a bank in a ^  
lution of all our complications over- small city or country town, where he 
seas. The chances are, moreover, would come in contact with all kinds 
that it will continue to drift until ! of business. In a big city bank they 
the Republicans take control. Then would keep him workmg on one line 
it will be a bill of quite considerable : of routine work.
proportions and for that reason all Young fellows just starting in might 
the more difficult to collect. well ask themselves if they Could do
It is absurd to urge that Germany better than start in right at home, 
cannot now afford to pay the cost The small business where a fellow is 
of maintaining some 16,000 Ameri- known personally often gives the best 
can soldiers on the Rhine. The Ber- chance.
lin government seems to have no ■---------------------
trouble in finding money with which BOOSTING YOUR TOWN
to maintain as many German troops People who travel a good deal sa\
as the treaty allows, and indeed that there are a good many men who 
there is ground for the suspicion that seem to make it their business to 
this limit is, in one way or another, boom their home towns with all the 
exceeded. Germany is still rich people they talk with on the way. 
enough to provide an ample patri- They get into conversation in pullman 
mony for the ex-Kaiser. She still smoking rooms and hotel lobbies, and 
has money for international propo- they soon begin to tell these chance' 
ganda as is shown by the re-estab- acquaintances about the beauties of 
ment of the notorious “Continental their home tou|n. They ask what pen- 
Times” under a new name. She has , pie's business is. and then suggest 
money to pay for all these things, what good chances for those- lines of 
but none, apparently, to discharge business could be found in their corn- 
obligations due to us. munities.
Already there are hints that the One may laugh at the persistence 
German government will suggest a these fellows show, but one can't help 
partial abatement of this indebted- admiring it. They may waste a good 
ness. The American army of occu- deal of breath. They may talk to a 
pation, man for man. costs more to hundred men before they find one who 
maintain than either the French or would have the least idea of changing 
British troops now occupying Ger. his residence or moving to the place 
man soil. It is suggested, therefore, they suggest.
that we charge Germany no more At the same time, when people are 
than she would have to pay if all filled with that spirit, you begin to 
the troops had been provided by see why some towns go ahead
im without effort. He does not feel 
( it necessary to cultivate excellence of 
I any kind, save perhaps in golf or 
tennis. He loafs around the fraternity 
: houses at college, while other boys 
: are digging into the basic facts of 
; technical science. He may slip 
through life easily enough as the 
result of his father’s dollars. If 
reverses of fortune comes, he finds he 
is not equipped for life.
These truths apply particularly at 
this time to the United States. This 
couihry is richer than it was before 
the war. Its debts are more than off­
set by the leading financial position 
it has attained. Prosperity is far 
more general than ever before.
Over in Europe, the nations are 
nearly bankrupt. Some of them an* 
quite so. They have every spur to 
work. The result will he to stimulatt 
ingenuity in every line of industry. 
All kinds of business will be so sys­
tematized and organized as to provide 
the maximum of efficiency.
It is not going to he an easy matter 
during the next few years for rich 
and prosperous American to compete 
with peoples who feel so keenly the 
spur of ever driving necessity. Am­
erica has a leading position now. but 
it is going to take untiring ambition 
and earnest endeavor to retain it.
It’s Made Right
C od-liver oil is as  
delicate as butter, it 
# must be m ade right 
I to assure palatability.
POTTS 
HULSION
is decidedly palatable • 
and easy to take. It I 
contains purest Nor­
w e g i a n  c o d -  
liver oil that  
is m ad e right 
from the start.
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
T I M E  T A B L E  
Corrected to Sept. 27, 1920 
T r a in s  D a i ly  E x c e p t  S un day  
Fro m  H O U L T O N
, a. in.—]•()[■ Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
i Limestone and Van Buren.
| 0.13 a. m. — For Bangor, Portland and
| Boston.
lL3f» a. in.---For Ashland. Fort Kent, St.
Francis .also Washburn, Pres­
que isle. Van Buren via Squa 
Ban and Mapleton.
102 p. ni.—For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou 
Limestone.
1-42 p. ni.—For Greenville, Bangor, P ort­
land and Boston.
6.26 p. ni. —For Bangor, Portland and 
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car 
j Caribou to Boston,
j 8.03 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren,i
Due H O U L T O N
| 8.31 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban- 
| gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
j to Caribou.
! 9 09 a ' m — From V3n Buren, Caribou 
and Fort Fairfield.
12.54 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban­
gor and Greenville.
1.37 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and 
Fort Fairfield.
3.00 p. m.—From St. Frances, Fort. Kent, 
also Van Buren. Washburn! 
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
6.21 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone, 
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
7.59 p. m.—From Boston, Portland and 
Bangor.
Time tables giving complete information 
may be abtained at ticket offices.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON.
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
DR. JOHN 0 . WILLEY
Osteopathic Physician 
Phone 244 Hours; 9 to 12-2 to 5 
New Masonic Bldg. HOULTON
Scott & Bowne, Bloom field. N. J.2&-65 J
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE 
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
DENTIST
Fogg Block
DR. W. B. ROBEN
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN 
Suite 13 & 14 Mansur Block 
Tel. 156 Houlton, Maine
ECONOMICAL MERCHANDISING
The ambitious business man always 
 ^ finds that in order to enlarge his trade 
he must find some way of giving the 
~~ people a little better than average
<F a d o se
And you cannot find anywhere a better, purer, more potent 
remedy for indigestion, biliousness, constipation, impover­
ished blood than this “ L. F .”  Atwood Medicine. Yet a 59 
cent bottle contains nearly sixty doses — enough to over* 
come the most stubborn cases when direclUtms as to eating 
and exercise are carefully followed. It is the family phy­
sician for the entire household — children and grown-ups. It 
quickly helps to break up a cold, thus preventing serious 
sickness. Headache, dizziness, bad breath and languor are 
banished with a few doses. Buy of your dealer.
“ L. F .”  Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.
REDROSE
T F . A  is good tea
$700,000,000 FOR ROADS!
It has been computed that a sum 
just short of $700,000,000 is available 
for good roads building throughout the 
United States next year.
That is not to say that all of this 
$700,000,000 will be dr could bo spent 
in the twelve months of 1921. But it 
does mean in all probability that plans 
will be laid out, programs initiated and 
work begun that will either dispose of 
or provide for the disposal of this tre­
mendous total.
It embraces one of the greatest road 
building efforts in the history of man­
kind. Used as we have become, 
through our gigantic war spending, to 
large figures, we are unable to grasp 
its real extent or the significance. It 
can aptly be said to mark an epoch.
What, then, are those most vitally 
Interested doing to insure that the 
work to be started within the twelve 
months shall be wisely done, that its 
results shall bring the maximum of 
satisfaction and benefit to the tax­
payers of the various states who have 
so generously made the record effort 
possible? I
What assurance have you automo­
bile dealers that the roads about to be 
constructed will be the best possible; 
that they will embrace the very latest 
•and most scientific ideas on road j 
construction; that the lessons of the j 
war will be applied; that past blund­
ers of shortsightedness and penny-1 
wise-pound-foolish policy will not be 
reheated; that politics and graft and 
incompetence ,will not play their 
customary parts? j
Are you alive to the possibilities of : 
the moment? Are you awake to the ; 
dangers of missing this chance to j 
make the roads of the United States, I 
the roads of your state, the roads of 
yOur district, the best of their kind in 
the world? I
There are roads in Europe that have !
— Assam Teas are noted for their 
strength and richness.
Red Rose Tea consists chiefly of 
selected A ssam s blended with the fin­
est Ceylons.
64 A
A  Healthful Drink
W it h
No A fter Regrets
You are sure o f  sa tis­
faction when you make 
your table beverage
InstantPostum
Coffee drinkers delight 
in the change because 
o f greater comfort, and 
the price is attractive  
because so m oderate. #■ 
A ll the fam ily will like 
th e fla vo r o f  Postern
A t G rocers Everywhere
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc..
Battle Creek.Mich.
M ore Barrels Per A cre
I l O T A T O  soils need  fertilizers rich in  
^  available  P o ta sh . E x p erien ce  has  
shown th at the gen u in e  G erm a n  P o ta sh  
can be used w ith  ab so lu te  sa fe ty  and
profitable results.
Parmenter & P o lse y  F ertilizers c o n ­
tain genuine German Potash on ly , m ix e d  
w ith B lood , Bone, M e a t, and ch em icals. 
A l l  the,-? elements are balanced in th e  
proper proportions essen tial to  m a x i­
mum production.
P a rm en ter  & P o l s e y  F e r t i l i z e r s  
develop the potato crop. T h e y  are avail­
able during the entire season . T h e y  
supply the needs o f the p lan t fro m  seed ­
in g time until m a tu rity . T h e  liberal use  
o f Parmenter &  P o lse y  A n im a l F e rtili­
zers assures a large increase o f p otato es  
per acre.
Use Parmenter & P o lse y  A n im a l F e r ­
tilizers for Q u a l i t y  Yields per acre. 
Order your supply to d ay .
& POLSEY FERTILIZER CO.
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Co.
Boston Massachusetts
ALBERT O. GOULD, General Agt., Presque Isle, Me.





Rev. P. Clark Hartley, Pastor 
Morning service at 10.30 A. M. 
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. 
Evening service at 7.00 P. M. 
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights. 
Tuesday night church prayer and 
praise Service.
Church of the-Good Shepherd
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
8unday Services 
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Also on the first Sunday in the 
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7 
Sunday School at noon
First Baptist
Court S t !
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor. |
10.30 morning worship with sermon. | 
12.00 Bible School with classes for I 
men and women. |
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
; way. The contour, the composition 
of the surface, the width, and several 
j other general problems had been well 
! solved, but to support the new irnlus- 
‘ trial giant—the motor-truck—some 
better foundation was required. Just 
what this would be he could' not say. 
He thought that the solution of the 
subsoil treatment in clays must be 
transterred to the chemical engineer. 
Other substrata required solutions 
from other sources. But his main 
point was that we have not yet solved 
the problem of building the ideal 
highway:”
While these problems are being 
solved, the writer goes on to say, 
there is another point that might well 
be considered. Most highways, es­
pecially in rough country, are trails 
that have developed into roads. 
Originally, and to this day it is the 
same, they followed only the line of 
least resistance, or the vagaries of 
the cows. In recent years much good 
work has been done in the elimination 
of dangerous curves, but there has 
been no effective and consistent effort 
toward straightening highways with a
V Z  « «  I f nn Pd hv apr f view of speeding transportation. The 7:00 Song Service followed by Ber’ '  rallroad8 have <ione much 0f this in
mon.
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday 
evening at 7:30.
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at 
7:30.
All Seats free.
First Congregational Church 
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
Morning Worship at 10.30.
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with 
classes for men and women.
Yeung People’s Meeting at 6 p. m, 
Bvenning service at 7 o’clock. 
Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at 
7.30.
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even­
ings weekly.
The Ladies* Circle meets Wednesday 
afternoons weekly.
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets 
the second Wednnesday of each 
month. t
Methodist Episcopal
Corner School and Military Streets, j 
Hev. Thomas Whiteside^ Pastor. j 
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon 1
recent years. To quote further: 
“When the railroads were laid out, 
fuel was cheap and difficulties of 
construction loomed large. As a re­
sult, the surveyors followed the line 
of least resistance, usually following 
the vagaries of streams and keeping 
out of the way of only the average 
flood. When railroad transportation 
came to be recognized as an economic 
science and one of ‘the chief instru­
ments in the business of the nation,
I the' construction engineers were set 
j to work to revise the lines with a view 
i of obtaining the greatest practic al 
j speed at the least cost of fuel and 
I wear to rolling-stock. Everybody is 
j familiar with the ruthlessness of this 
| work. Towns that had been on rail- 
j roads since their beginning were left 
J far isolated, long sections of track 
were torn up and shorter and safer 
i tracks were laid. It had been learned 
that a fractional per cent saving on 
the ton-mile cost would soon pay for 
these apparently extravagant expenses.
“ In cities the same tendency has
ways, the routing of which will recall j “But did you ever eat any of Mrs. 
I the incident told of the Russian Czar \ Brown's. She is such a wonderful 
' who threw out of the window the I cook.” They make the hostess fee]
; surveys for a railroad from Petrograd that although her dish isn't scorched 
! to Moscow, put a ruler on the map, it ought to be. Such a diplomat will 
and drew a straight line. j riui over and say, “ What time is it?
“The idea exprest here is one that Wes? Well what times does that one 
will require much support if it is to thirty train go? 1 can't imagine how 
be accomplished. The1 automotive 1 ever will get down there to catch 
industry has more; at stake in this it. Alter you have offered her the 
idea than any other industry, because' use of your car, she will thank you, 
it is interested both from a transporta- “Why, I never thought of that. How
well you would like to spend every to the most enjoyable society of 
day with about lorty-tive or more every community. But the majority 
children just as had as your own. Go are less fortunate. It is a shame to 
out of your way to break the mono- lose a good teacher the second year, tony for them. Of course there are . simply because no one has made her 
ahwiys some teachers with a person- | feel any particular desire to remain 
ality that insures their entrance in- in the town.
,Ttv- .TTV-. m
tion and selling view-point."
MAY USE CORN FOR
FUEL IN NEBRASKA
Burning corn as a substitute for 
coal is not a new procedure for 
Nebraska farmers, according to ( ’ . H. 
Gustafson, president of the Nebraska 
Fanners’ Union. Reports reaching 
Mr. Gustafson from many parts of 
the state indicate that the fanners 
are considering the using of com this 
year as a substitute for the high prie- , 
ed coal.
“ Many fanners have been form'd to 
sell unshelled corn at 4S cents a 1 
bushel,” he said. “Assuming that new 
corn weighs 70 pounds to the bushel 
it is readily understood why it is 
cheaper to burn grain as fuel inV 
preference to coal that costs at least 
$17 a ton.” |
In the early history of the state it 
was a common practice among farmers 
to burn corn as fuel, Mr. Gustafson 
said, hut so far as he knew they hah 
not used such fuel since 190S—when 
the corn crop was even larger than 
this year's estimated yield of 251,019.- 
000 bushels.
“The alcohol and fats in corn pro­
duce a fiiif' heat that is as lasting as 
wood or cheap soft coal,” lie said.
The cheapest grades of soft coal 
sell for $15 a ton, he said, and by the 
time this is loaded, hauled several 
miles and unloaded, it costs the farm 
ers about $18. Corn can he bought in 
any quantity for less than $15 a 
ton.
kind of you." And that is what slm 
had in her mind all tin' time Our ad­
vise is to leave such people alone if 
you want to ho happy. Just ask her 
to say what she means, or else talk 
to someone who can understand her 
language.
T h e
Are you hospitable to our school 
teachers? We are interested in their 
welfare, as they are a good financial 
asset to any town. After all, they 
are taking a large responsibility in 
your behalf which means leaving 
their intimate associates, giving up 
many things they prefer to do, and 
last hut not least, the things they 
like to eat. They art' supposed to 
hoard and room indefinitely, while 
bringing fresh enthusiasm to then- 
work each morning. No one can 
feign enjoyment forever. Put your­
self in their place and think how
Houlton Trust to .
Pays interest of 2 per cent on 
Daily Balances of $500 or over
Compound Interest of 4 per cent 




cg:>, Ur. Johnson originated his famous le csehcM modi-
The oid reliable
. developed. Every large city within
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ- last few vears has found it
ized and Graded Classes for all. t . . . .
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and ! necessary to he quite ruthless m
Preparatory Members Class. | widening certain thoroughfares, re-
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting : gardless of the cost of property. The 
under the auspices Of the Epworth ; widening of Fifth Avenue in New 
League.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service 
with vested chorus choir
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every 
Tuesday evening.
Christian Science 
Sunday Service at Presbyterian 
Church, 11 A. M.
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON 
Unitarian
Military Street at Kelleran 
Preaching Service regularly every 
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m. 
Sept. 19, Oct. 3, 17 and 3lst.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00 
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister 
114 Conrt Street Tel. 186-W
York was a tvpe of this ' emergencyI * •| work.
i “The lesson of these incidents had 
I better be drawn now than later.
I Engineers should give their first at­
tention to the layout ot the road be­
fore going ahead with the permanent 
improvements. Where the road can 
be made into a straight line between 
two important tranportatiorr centers, 
no expense should now he spared to 
construct it in tMs manner. What­
ever this expense may he. it will he 
less now than in the years to conic, 
“Few Of the large transportation 
centers have reasonably direct high­
ways to the nearest transportation 
points. New York has scenic highway 
routes to Boston and Philadelphia, hut 
no commercial highway. The pro­
moters of the various national high­
ways have done an excellent work in 
a way, hut in .the main they have 
looked at the roads with one eye for 
the scenery hunting and the other for 
the already established roads. Most 
of these highways are called ‘trails,’ 
which name seems to fit them very 
But motor transportation has
We like to see any woman behave 
as a lady in her own home, hut like 
her opinion, you grant that it is 
her own. However, when she enters 
the home of another, you expect her 
to show that place and her hostess 
due respect. Most women think they 
observe this courtesy, nut few actual­
ly do so, and many believe they cun 
do and say rude and "catty” things 
and go unnoticed except by the one 
they wish to scorch. They arc tile 
thinly veneered ones. And they will 
say at a dinner table, "Oh, yes. this 
is delicious, hut I did love that desert 
you made last week" or even worse,
.TFKNAl
i v #
S L O W
D EATH
Ache^. pains, nervousness, diffi­
culty in urinating, often mean 
serious disorders. The w orld’s 
standard remedy fer kidney, liver, 
bladder ana urm acid troubles—
;j»»lCOLD Mm
needs efficient and economical high-
10  MAKE OUR
s WAYS STRAIGHTER
The day of trails is past. Roads so 
built as to stand heavy-truck traffic 
must connect large centers by straight 
lines. This point of straightness is 
Insisted upon by a writer in Auto­
motive Industries on “ Fitting the 
Highway to Modern Transportation well
Needs.” Some years ago, he relates, j passed the days of ‘trails and now 
an automotive testing expert, of 
several years’ experience in driving 
cars in the Eastern States, went 
West. After he had crossed the 
prairies of Illinois, he could talk of 
little else than the long stretches of 
straight highways. He was a well- 
educated man and he often had read 
of the prairie highways, but he was 
entirely unable to comprehend the 
meaning of a straight highway from 
a utility point of view until he had 
driven over them. The writer con­
tinue!:
“ He was enthusiastic over the ex­
perience of being able to sit in his 
machine and practically ignore the 
driving for miles while giving his at­
tention to the, sounds and other test 
indications from his chassis. This 
particular man had never before con­
ceived the meaning of a straight-line 
highway. Even after his experiences 
with the prairie roads he had only a 
slight conception of what straight, 
adequate highways would mean to 
business. He was not entirely to be 
blamed for this, for at that time the 
motor vehicle had not been added to 
the trinity of transportation and the 
track had not then either 'won the 
war* or 'saved business when the rail 
roads were overloaded.’
"Today, wherever highways are dis­
cussed by men who are most interested 
It Is conceded that the era of trans­
portation highways is only beginning.
It is admitted that the expenditures 
of recent years are to be dwarfed by 
those of the years to come; that as 
large as sums now talked of in annual 
statements loom, they are but small 
contributions. The J>lg question, ic- 
cordlng to highway engineers -nd 
financiers, is not 'How much shall we 
spend?' hut 'How shall we spent it?’
"It la admitted that present specifica­
tions for highways are not sufficient.
H. G. Shirley recently told the mem­
bers of the Society of Automotive 
Engineers that the best highway 
knowledge of the country whs unable 
to determine the proper sort of high-
Harvest time for
A n y tim e is harvest 
'tim e  fo r  “ G ets-lt,”  th e great corn '’ 
and callu s reaper. T akes them  
right o ff  any to e  or fo o t , easily, 
qu ick ly , pain lessly.
S old  everyw h ere.
“ G e t s - I t ”
The National
Corn Remover
bring quick relief and often wm'.J off 
deadly diseases. Known as the nat-onal 
re ledy of Holland for more than 
years. All chuf-gisi: , ■ n -r"« vAe.i. 
Look for the nA~:.e Gold IVu-d.i. _> •<
and accept no imitstior
I f  your digestion
doesn’t assimilate 
ordinary food, and 
h ea lth  requires 
something attract- . 
ive to ta ste  and 
easy to digest, tiy
Grape-Nuts
the wheat and 
barley food.
“There's a Reason
M ade b y
Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
CLARIONS LIGHTEN HOUSEWORK
Y ou have much more lime for 
other things when a Clarion saves 
your steps.
Clarion action is immediate 
ajid positive.
A  Clarion turns off an immense 
amount of work in a short time 
and does it all supremely well.
WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine “ f " 1
HAMILTON-GRANT CO. Dealers, Houlton, Maine
Mmmv b«ek without question 
If HUNT'S Solve falls in the 
tffftmeat of ITCH. ECZEMA, 
■1910W ORM , TBTTBR or 
• th ff taking skin dleeaeee. 
ftp  a f l  asst boa at our risk,
U U eN T O N  «  F U L I Y
-----  B R O A D W A Y  P H A R M A C Y ----
N ext to  E lks C lub P re scr ip tio n  D ru gg ist M ain  S treet
Make Potato Raising Pay 
With New England Fertilizers
T H E  cost o f p la n tin g  an d cu ltiv a tin g  an acre y ie ld in g  50 barrels o f p o ta ­
toes is as g rea t as it is on  an  acre p rod u c­
in g  150. T h e  first represen ts a loss, the
\
secon d m ak es possib le  a g o o d  profit. T h e  
difference depen ds on  the a m o u n t and  
q u ality  o f the fertilizers used .
N e w  E n g l a n d  A n i m a l  F e r t i l i z e r s  
con tain  p lan t food  in the m o st available  
fo rm , sp ecia lly  ad apted  to  th e needs o f  
the p o ta to  —  B lo od , B o n e , M e a t, and  
n ecessary  ch em icals m ix e d  w ith  real 
G erm an  P o ta sh  o f our ow n  im p o rta tio n .
It  is th ese essen tial e lem en ts in N e w  
E n g la n d  A n im a l F ertilizers th a t provide  
a greater  p rod u ction  per acre, an d  m ak e  
th em  a profitable in v estm e n t fo r  every  
p o ta to  raiser.
F o r  re liability  and resu lts, use N e w  
E n g la n d  A n im a l F ertilizers . O rd er  
y o u r su p p ly  to d a y .
NEW  E N G L A N D  F E R T I L I Z E R  CO.
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Co.
Boston Massachusetts
ALBERT O. GOULD, General Agt., Presque Isle, Me.
i?
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DECLARE EX-TIPPLERS
TURNING PHILOSOPHERS
A marked increase in attendance of 
men at the New York Public Library 
and its branches since the first of the 
year is noted by the library officials, 
and they ascribe the fact largely to 
prohibition. Thousands of men, say 
these official;, are now reconciled to 
the new orb r of ‘ sobriety.” There is 
no longer any incentive for these men 
to ”hang around” saloons and they 
have turned their idle time to improv-1 
ing their minds. j
Singularly enough, these officials re-1 
port that the “newcomers” have, al­
most to a unit, expressed a desire for | 
literature 'dealing in heavy philosophi-! 
cal subjects. The psychology of this 
demand is explained by a member of 
the library bureau as follows:
“ Men who have been indulging in
j the geologist told him there was coal 
1 in it
! Although it is not always possible 
I thus accurately to predict the discov- 
[ ery of minerals, it can be done with 
1 sufficient frequency and certainty to 
render valuable the mapping of soil 
and rock strata which is being carried 
out all over the country by the United 
j States Geological Survey. This work, 
lirst systematized during 1879, has pro­
gressed so far that more than a third 
of the area of the United States has 
been plotted, examined and mapped. 
The maps describe the contour and 
changes in elevation of the surface, 
the rainfall and drainage, and the 
geological formation, as well as the 
railways, roads, rivers and political 
divisions.
There is no better trained or discip­
lined scientific corps ,n the world than 
that which has this task in charge. It 
is divided for field work into three 
chief divisions. The first to cover the
for a storage reservoir. It is on this 
account, and because of the excellence 
of the corps, that Congress has 
intrusted the Geological Survey with 
so much work having to do with 
reclamation, by which arid lands an 
made fertile through irrigation.
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S C L A S S I F I E D  A D S C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
Unbreakable Watch Crystals at
good’s only.
Os- Buy White Stone
at Osgood’s.






For Sale—Small cash register,
Mr. Adams at the Dream.
Western Oats For Sale. 38’s@90c per 
bushel. L. H. Powers, f>r> Main St.
146pd
Emblem Pins and Buttons for all
Societies at Osgoods.
or f,ale— Farm 55 acres with stock.
TW'dvi* minutes to electric road. 
1 miles io Gardiner. John O. Read, 
on: e  1 !. Gardiner. Gil
your best blessings are not r -coa 
nized by you till they have vanished: 
your common privileges have little 
value to you till you are deprived of 
them. Your home inspires no spec- j  —
ial gratitude till von are cast home- Merchants and Professional Men do 
1 .. . 1 1  n°t have t° buy coupon books forless upon the world.  ^our tnends, j typewriter ribbons. Buy your ribbons
the companions ol your life, the j at the TIMES Office as you need them, 
dear sharers of your every day ex 
perience
tenderness of their love or the beau ! work. Inquire at office of Summit 
ty of their character, until the quiet, ’ Lumber Company, Houlton or write 
unceasing ministry of goodness ^ "
ceased forever.
Milk at 18 cents per quart. That
is what it can b<* bought for at 
Millar’s Court street groeerv.
See Cabbage in any quantity may be had ,:y
14b!> Phoning 25-1. A. R. Cumming, Houl- 
ton, Me. (f
Buy Pearl Necklaces of Osgood and
save at least one third on the cost 
of same.
For Sale—Several patch-work quilts,
all ready for use. Inquire of Mrs.
246 p
Oliver Typewriter For Sale. Practi­
cally new. May be seen at the 
TIMES office. 28
Sophia Barker. Bowdoin St.
, ...., , .  ^ . . .  i Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
-how little do \ou prize the i at Davidson. Good wages and steady
has i to above Company at Davidson. tf
A Valued Subscriber says “Every time
that I have used these columns for 
selling articles, they have been suc­
cessful.” Try them.
Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
be exchanged at the TIMES office 
for any machine.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditorsardent spirits for years will And their
nerves abnormal for a considerable I ground is the topographical, which, in the District Court of the United States 
period after total abstinence. Physi­
cians assert that it requires at least 
eight months to elimate alcohol from 
the system of those who have been 
confirmed inebriates. These men have 
no desire to put an edge on their 
nerves by reading tales of harrowing 
adventure, hair raising detective 
stories or fiction that delves deeply 
into mystery.
’“They naturally desire something 
that will give the brain an opportunity 
for deep and concentrated investiga­
tion. Philosophy, social science, politi­
cal economy and history provide this 
opportunity and act as a mental 
stimulant. The same observation is 
made by library officials in Chicago 
and St. Louis, and we are making a 
close study of the situation brought 
about by prohibition.”
N When China wielded the ax on 
opium it put the rationing system into 
effect for the inveterate users of that 
dri^g. The old, who had been addicted 
virtually throughout a lifetime, were 
given so much of the drug each day. 
Those who were newly initiated in the 
habit were cut off completely and had 
to “gutter it out.”
The result of this revolutionary poli­
cy did not appear until just before the 
war. There was a sudden demand 
among former opium addicts in China 
for knowledge pertaining to modern 
methods Of manufacturing and manual 
training schools were established in 
the larger cities in response to a 
general demand for knowledge of 
‘ machinery and its uses. These schools 
however, appealed ‘only to former 
opium adepts in the adult, class, and 
they availed themselves of the op­
portunity to learn something of pro­
gressive Western methods.
Recently in America a large corres-
after laying out the country into 
quadrangles of a square degree each,
Dis-for the Northern Division of the 
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In matter or |
surveys minutely everything within j R o y  M. Mitchell | in Bankruptcy
those boundaries, measuring t h e  Bankrupt !
height of every hill and mountain, the To the creditors of
Mitchell of Houlton in
Wanted by the Bangor Lumber Co. at
Sherman 50 Tie Makers. Good 
chance. For particulars write or 
telephone Chas. W. Bowers. Sherman 
Mills, Me. 543p
Typewriter Ribbons for all Machines
as well as Carbon Paper made by 
Webster—There’s none better. Call 
or send to TIMES Office.
Rough Pulpwood Wanted. In large or
small quantities, loaded on cars, on 
B. & A. R. R. south of Houlton. Write 
or telephone Chas. W. Bowers, Sher­
man Mills, Me. 1244
depth of every valley, and the course, 
direction and exact location of every 
watercourse or other feature. This 
provides the now familiar “contour” 
map in which points of equal eleva-
said Roy M. 
the county of 
aforesaid, bank-Aroostook and District 
rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 13th j 
day of Nov. A. D. 1920 the said j 
Roy M. Mitchell was duly adjudi­
cated bankrupt: and that the first meeting j 
tion above sea level are connected by | Qf creditors will be held at the office of . 
a line. The presence or absence Of j  Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton on the 4th dav j
many lines in a small area indicates i of December, A. n., 1920 at lo o'clock ,
a steep slope or a gentle descent or a i ‘ h« forenoon at which time :
| the said creditors may attend, prove i
level plain. their claims, appoint a trustee, examine I
Following the topographical w o r k - ! the bankrupt, and transact such other ! 
ers come the geologists, who exam ine business as may properly come before 1
Wanted to purchase collections of old
postage stamps, old envelopes con­
taining postage stamps issued prior 
to 1880. E. B. Brown, 56 Chambers 
street, New Haven, Connecticut.
9p
For Sale—One pair of up-to-date driv­
ing horses. A good trade for a quick 
sale. If interested call or write to 
Frank P’riel, Sherman Station, Maine, 
Box No. 42. 446p
Bank Book No. 17581 issued by the
Houlton Savings Bank is reported 
lost, and this notice is given, as re-, 
quired by law, that a duplicate hook 
may he issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
345
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
Newspaper may be left at the 
TIMES Office, where the lowest price 
can be obtained.
Lost on Saturday night between
Anderson’s store and East Hodgdon 
a new Lumberman’s Horse Blanket. 
Reward for return to the TIMES
office.
Rhode Island Red Cockerels for sale.
April hatched weigh 7 lbs. Big lay­
ing strain. Also one dozen pullets 
ready to lay. O. A. Hodgins, 1 Cleve­
land St. 246
A chance to own a desirable home of
7 rooms and bath, situated on 
Bowdoin street, corner Maple, con-
For Sale—One Chestnut Mare 8
years old, weighs 1500 lbs., also 1 
Black 3 yr. old Percheron colt. Apply 
to Henry F. Cassidy. Tel 406-4. R. F. 
D. 2 Houlton Me. 246
Most of us are inclined to take
175 Acres. $3500 With Horse, Cow,
Tools, Crops. Other interests com- 
taining two-thirds of an acre of land, j  pel owner to sacrifice splendidly pro­
house contains all modern conveni- ductive farm, fine prosperous com-
our family too much for granted just E m S " 1 i mUnUy; rare opportunity for one who• , electric lights. Price on application i can act quickly. Rolling fields dark
the same as we take our town and to Mrs. Mary Drake, Tel. 341-4. t f ; loam soil, excellent hay, potatoes,
very often a family, or certain mem- ------------------— ----------------------------------- > oats, grain, etc. 20-cow brook-watered
hers of it, need boosting quite as $2?.°° c?sh secures 200 acre farm with pasture. 800 cords wood worth $10
well as a town.
soil and rocks, sink drills, examine 
borings, measure the dip of strata and 
study the geological formation of the 
whole region. On the topographical 
map they plot the colors which by 
international agreement represent the 
various minerals.
Last of all come the hydrograhpers, 
who study the rainfall, the capacity of 
watercourses, the current and volume 
of rivers at all stages, the capacity of 
lakes and ponds—all that pertains to 
rainage.
An engineer having these facts pro­
vided ff>r him is able almost at a 
glance to select a route for a railway 
or a canal, or to locate the best site
said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, Nov. 13th. 1920.
EDWIN L. VAIL. 
Referee In Bankruptcy.
MR. L. W. NEWCOMB
THROUGH WITH HOSPITALS
Springfield, Mass.—In a letter sent to 
Dr. J, F. True & Co., Mr. L. W. New­
comb of 139 Cambridge St., writes: ‘ T 
am writing to let you know how I am 
getting along. I have taken two large 
size bottles o f your Dr. True’s Elixir, 
and am feeling 100% better than before 
using. I will continue taking it for I do
No more
hospitals for me.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative 
and Worm Expeller has benefited thou­
sands upon thousands of sufferers from
constipation, nervousness, poor appetite,
indigestion, insomnia and worms. Over J ing to said Turner being hereby
68 years a favorite because it is pleasant 
to take, works Just right—no harmful 
drugs. Don’ t be without it.
not have the pain that I had before, and 
pondence school reported an unprece- j m y  wife and every one I know tells me I 
dented demand for correspondence am looking better. The deep circles are 
. __. t  a . lt , 1 all gone from under my eyestraining from men who are well along HrtQ r„r 
in years and mostly from the cities,
It is argued that former inebriates, 
have concluded that they are too old 
to learn a trade and are going in for 
the professions. Draftmanship, archi­
tecture, accountancy and salesmanship 
are said to be the subjects for school­
ing most in demand.
Another angle of the prohibition sit 
nation is the enormously increased de­
mand for^candies and confections of 
all sorts. Ten pounds of candy are 
consumed In this country today where 
but two wpre consumed before the war 
and the big part of tbe Increase dates 
only from war time prohibition. This 
has stimulated the large candymakers 
to establish research laboratories to 
develop new confections. Imports of 
oandies have advanced nearly 300 per 
cent in price since China “cut out” 
the opium.
A New York industrial psychologist.
Dr. Warren Hall,(declares that within 
ten yearl there will he almost a com-
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
BUZZELL’S
LICENSED EMBALMED AND 
FUNERAL DIRECTOR 
Phone 161-W—Day or Night
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas W. R. Smith ot' Caribou in 
the County of Aroostook and State of 
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated 
the thirty-first day of October, 1917. 
and recorded in the Aroostook Regis­
try of Deeds in Vol. 299 page 536. 
conveyed to me, the undersigned, the 
following described real estate situat­
ed in said county of Aroostook in that 
part of Preque Isle, formerly Mays- 
ville, to wit:—Lots numbered Six (6) 
and Seven (7) in Section Thirty-two 
(32* and Lots Numbered One (1) and 
Three (3* in Section Thirty-three (331, 
containing in said Lots Three hundred 
and thirty-three and 15-100 (333.15)
acres more or less. Saving and 
excepting from the above described 
Lots Number Seven (7) in Section 
Thirty-two (32) and Three (3) in 
Section Thirty-three (33) eighty (SO* 
acres sold off from the above last 
named Lots on the south side thereof 
by Athill E. Irving to Jotham L. 
Turner; said eighty (SO* acres being 
surveyed so that the north line there­
of shall be parrallel with the said 
south line of said last named lots; 
reference to said deed from said Irv-
had
plete revolution in the making of can­
dies; that chocolates will contain a 
greater amount of nutriment; that the 
stimulants in sugar will have been con­
centrated and that science will envolve 
confections unheard of now, all due to 
the patsing of John Barleycorn.
SCIENTISTS EASILY
FIND COAL BEDS
When the Northern Pacific Railway 
was selecting coal lands in the densely 
forested regions of Washington the 
geologist in charge, having measured 
and calculated the dip of the strata, 
said to his assistant: “Tom, take your 
drill crew over to section 13 and see 
if you don’t find coal about the middle 
of the section.”
Tom, who knew that the geologist 
had never visited section 13, went off 
on what he considered a wild-goose 
chase. When he arrived on the ground 
the deep cover of the undergrowth and 
aoil prevented examination of the 
rocks. But he went to work and in a 
short time sent his drill into a good 
bed of coal, great quantities of which 
have ever since been used to haul 
trains across the mountains. Tom 
would drill into a cloud after that if
Netlos of First Mooting of Creditor!
In tho District Court of the United 
•totes for tho Northern Division of the 
District of Mains. In Bankruptcy.
In M atter o f  I
H arry W.» Gardiner 1 In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |
To the creditors o f said Harry W. 
Gardiner o f Chapman In the county of 
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank­
rupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th 
day o f Nov. A. D. 1920 the said Harry W. 
Gardiner was duly adjudicated bank­
rupt; and that tho first meeting o f credi­
tors will be held at the office of Edwin L. 
Vail, in Houlton on the 4th day o f Dec. 
A- D., 1920, at 10 o ’clock in the forenoon 
ait which time the said creditors may at­
tend, prove their claims, appoint a trus­
tee, examine the bankrupt and transact 
•neb other business as may properly come 
before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, Nov. 13th. 1920.
ED W IN  L. VAIL.
t Referee in Bankruptcy.
BANKRUPT’8 PETIT IO N  FOR 
DI8CHARGE  
In the matter of >
Rushen E. Thompson | In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge o f the 
District Court of the United States for 
the District o f Maine.
RUSHEN E. THOMPSON of Washburn 
In  t h e  county o f  Aroostook a n d  
State o f Maine, in said District respect­
fully represents, that on the 14th day of 
February, last past he was d u I y 
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of 
Congress relating to Bankruptcy: that 
he has duly surrendered all his property 
and rights o f property, and has fully 
complied with all the requirements of 
tald Acts and o f the orders of Court 
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be 
decreed by the Court to have a full dis­
charge from all debts provable against 
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts 
except such debts as are excepted by 
law from such discharge.




O R D E R  OF N O T IC E  T H E R E O N
District of Maine, Northern Division, s* 
On this 13th day of November A l> 
1920, on reading the foregoing petition 
tt is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing 
be had upon the same on the 24th day of 
December A. D 1J20, before said Court 
at Bangor in said District, Northern 
Division at 10 o ’clock In the forenoon, 
and that notice thereof be published in 
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed 
In said Dlstrlet, Northern Division, and 
that all known creditors and other per­
sons in interest, may appear at the said 
time and place, and show cause. If any 
they have, why the prayer of said peti­
tioner should not be granted.
And It Is Further Ordered by the Court. 
That the Clerk shall s e n d  by 
mall to all known creditors copies o f said 
petition and this order, addressed b 
them at their places of residence a> 
stated.
W itness the Honorable Clarence Hale, 
Judge o f the said Court, and the sea) 
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern D ivi­
sion of said District on the 13th day of 
November A. D. 1920.
(L. S.) ISABEL SHEEHAN
Deputy Clerk
A true oopy of petition and order thereon : 
(A ttest): ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk
for a more particular description of 
said eighty (80) acres hereby except­
ed. Also saving and excepting a 
certain piece or parcel of land from 
that within described, deeded to H. E. 
Jones, to be used for the purposes of 
constructing a starch factory; also 
saving and excepting whatever other 
rights covenants and agreements, that 
may be secured by said deed from 
George L. Hammond to said Jones. 
Reference to said deed being hereby 
made for a more particular descrip­
tion of this exception. Excepting and 
reserving also, the part in the north­
west corner of the premises occupied 
by Jerry Dempsey which lets him 
down to the water; and whereas the 
condition of said mortgage has been 
broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the 
breach of the condition thereof I 
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage. 
November 15, 1920.
Soott W. Hammond,
By, Aaron A. Putnam 
346 His attonp v.
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D E E R  S K IN S
m ;t' t<>|» in ' i -
R A W  F U R S  A N D  
W A N T E D -  U .• Ini\ 
k**t |.ij>vs. I'.ring 1111 r .-■'lb- 
in. Tt;;i<b' t'a- t.> ta.-. and
> - -u r in .n ■ -n 111 -• 1 h >t
H O U L T O N  H D E  & W O O L  CO. 
24 K en da l l  St. H ou lton ,  M a ine
g.
It’s not HOW MUCH you know it’s 
’’ e useful knowledge that counts. No 
ducution comes so near to meeting 
he needs of the average young man 
or woman as a business education. It 
costs little and pays big. Right ■ ow 
D the time to get it. New up-to-date 




A Substancial twenty-four room brie!; hotel, with steam heat, electric lights, 
colored marbie fireplaces, bathes and all modern conveniences, fully fur­
nished and doing an excellent business; centrally located near department 
stores, opera house, garages, business section and Union Station (on<> 
block from the new clothing factory* an Ideal home and investment, that 
will go quick at the price \ve are asking. Terms and particnars upon re­
quest. 44f,
Notice of F irs t  Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United States 
for the Northern Division of the Dis­
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter o f |
Gordon S. Lamoreau ' In Bankruptcy 
Bankrupt j
To the creditors of said Gordon S. 
Lamoreau of Presque isle in tile county of 
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank­
rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 13th 
day of November A. I >. l'.eju the said 
Gordon S. Lamoreau u as duly adjudicated 
bankrupt, and that the first meeting of 
his creditors will he held at the office of 
Edwin I,. Vail in Houlton on the 4th 
day of Dec.. A. !>., lbi’n at l't o'clock 
in the forenoon at which time the said 
creditors may attend, prove their claims 
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt 
and transact such other business as may 
properly come before said meeting. 
Dated at Houlton, Xov. 13, l'.ija.
EDWIN L. VAIL.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
fine 2-story, 14-room, furnace-heat- cord nearby market. 50,000 ft. timber, 
ed house, good 80 ft. barn, stable, hen 75 apple trees; on improved road in 
house, near markets, schools, etc. RR town. Easy drive to depot; 7 room 
Fields cut 40 tons hay. 80 acre spring- house. 50 ft. barn, good water, poultry 
watered pasture; estimated 100,000 ft. house, stable, etc. To induce quick
timber, large quantity wood. Quick 
buyer gets 300 bu. potatoes, 50 bu. 
oats. 30 tons hay, horses, 5 cattle, and 
complete farming equipment. $5750 
takes all, $2000 cash, balance easy 
terms For appointment to see it, 
write or wire (Hyde H. Smith. 
Skowhegan, Maine. 146
sale includes horse, cow, 5 tons hay, 
100 bu. oats, 50 bu. potatoes, 12 cords 
stove wood, wagons, harness, machin­
ery, tools, etc. All for $3500, about 
one third cash, balance very easy 
terms. For appointment see it, write 
or telegraph Clyde H. Smith, Skowhe­
gan. Maine. 146
CARD OF THANKS
\Yc wish to thank the friends and 
and relatives for the many kindly acts 
rendered during the sickness and 
death of our mother and sister, also 
for the beautiful floral offerings.
Mr. & Mrs. A. Z. McBride 
Mr. A- Mrs. J. H. Dugan 
Mr. ct Mrs. L. A. Shaw 
Miss Marjorie Cottle 
Mrs. Sophia Cottle
Money
If HUNT’S Salve fade in «lw 
trea’m-nt of ITCH, BCZSMA. 
RINGWORM, TBTTBR or 
othar itching akin dlaeaoas.
Try a 75 cant box at our risk.
LEIGHTON & FEELEY
 ^A  man sa^ »a few minutes 
ago, he would not 
think of leaving 
home without a 
package o f  Lane’s 
Cold Tablets in his 
bag, and every 
one who has used 
t h e s e  t a b l e t s  
speaks just a3 
highly o f  them.”
jANES COLD TABLETS
“ The Pink Tablets in the Yellow Box.**
L E  R O Y , N . Y .
Dodge Brothers always have pursued 
and always will pursue this policy, not 
from any spirit of philanthropy, but be­
cause it is in the highest sense of the 
word good business to do so.
The gtsoline consumption is unusually low 
The tire mileage is un isuailv high
HAND & HARRINGTON
HOULTON. MAINE
Ga AV. Cooper, 4 8  Sum m er St., B angor, M aine
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Subscribers should bear in 
mind that all subscriptions are 
payable in advance and the pa­
per will be discontinued at ex­
piration. Notice of such expira­
tion will be sent eut the First of 
each month .
Alton C. Titcomb returned Saturday 
from Waterville.
Hon. H. P. Gardner of Portland is 
in town on business.
S. H. Hussey Esq. of Mars Hill was j 
in town Monday on business.
Geo. W. Richards and S A. Bennett | 
were in New York last week on busi- j 
nets.
Mrs. Herb Donald returned Satur* 
-4ay from a visit to Island Falls with 
friends.
Mrs. Betty Yetton of Milltown, Me. 
spent the week-end in town with her 
eon, Rob't. N. Yetton.
Hon. Leonard A. Pierce of Portland 
arrived hi town Tuesday morning to 
attend the S. J. Court.
Edward W. Fernald of Presque Isle 
was among the prominent out of town 
people in town Tuesday.
The opening of S. J. Court brought 
M  largo number of Attorneys as welt 
Ski many other people to town on Tues- 
'day.
Cards have been sent out by Mrs. 
James K. Plummer for an “At Home" 
this Wednesday afternoon from four 
to six.
Percy L. Rideout apd Bernard Archi- 
buld returned the last of the1 week 
from a hunting trip to the Allegash 
region.
Rockabema Lodge No. 78 I. 0 . O. F. 
will confer the third degree upon a 
class of candidates Thursday evening, 
Nov. 18th
Those wishing Personal Greeting 
, Cards for Christmas may see a fine 
line of samples to select from at the 
'TIMES office.
G. Beecher Churchill, manager of 
the Temple theatre, who ,has been in 
Boston on m business trip, returned 
home Saturday-
The Ladier Circle of the Congrega­
tional church will meet in the ladies 
parlor Thursday afternoon this week 
instead of Wednesday.
Mrs. Walter K. Putnam and her 
mother Mrs. Bepj. T. Hussey, were 
In Boston last week to attend the 
National Grange meeting.
C. B. Harrington of the concern of 
Hand* and Harrington left Monday 
evening for Boston, where he will 
apend a week on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mills are 
receiving congratulations on the ar­
rival of a daughter, Barbara Ellen, at 
the Aroostook hospital, Nov. 10.
* Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Hall Jr. return^ 
e d  Monday from a hunting trip In the 
vtttafty o f Bridgewater, in company 
with Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Stackpole.
Bert Chadwick, who has been at 
ta *  Peter Brent Brigham hospital in 
JBtoeton for treatment by the Federal 
M^pvernment, returned home last week.
’ ,Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. Stetson re 
thru this week from Boston, where 
H r. Stetson met his wife, who 
Mien visiting her brother In 
Jersey for two weeks.
: The many friends of Mrs. Geo. 
Jtdams of Littleton, who is at the 
jitaostook hospital, will be glad to 
H bow that she Is improving each day 
?and hopes to be out soon.
Hand and Harrington have leased 
the store now occupied by Dalton’s 
Barber shop, and on Dec. 1st will 
•occupy it as a show room for their fine 
line of Studebaker, Dodge and Peerl­
ess cars.
A large satisfied audience was what 
the Temple theatre had on Monday 
-evening, and that’s the best advertise­
ment for any group of players, clean, 
-snappy, pretty girls, all good actors 
and singers.
There will be a special communica­
tion of Monument Lodge F. and A. M. 
Wedneday evening, Nov. 17, at 7.30 
O'clock. Grand D. D. Orin J. Smith of 
Presque Isle will be present to inspect 
the work. »
The Nov. meeting of the Aroostook 
«nd Penobscot Union Pomona Grange 
Will be held at Sherman Mills on 
Wednesday, the 17th Inst. A large 
number are expected and a good 
program will be rendered.
Burglars on Thursday evening 
'OntcAred the store of Hamilton & Grant 
wnd took $100. In cash from the safe. 
Checks and other valuable papers in 
ithe safe were not touched. Entrance 
Was obtained by pryng up a rear 
window.
The Dream has recently Installed a 
new Optical system in projection 
which brings a new invasion in the 
allowing of moving pictures. This 
Hew system gives the picture a more 
atereoptic effect, and makes a much 
pleasanter picture to watch.
William J. Ryan, the blind man, will 
soon begin his tour of the State selling 
the Old Maine Farmer’s Almanac.
The tour will be his 40th annual trip.
About two y eA T B  ago he expressed a 
' desire to round out two score years, 
but now hopes to extend it to 45 trips 
.and will do so if his health permits.
Mr. Ryan has little difficulty in find­
ing his way about the various cities 
.and towns, and knows the layout of 
the streets in the outside places fully 
as well as in his own home. He en­
joys a large acquaintance in the vari­
ou s sections of Maine and is always 
meeived with welcome. About two 
months are required for him to com­
plete his itinerary.
Charles L. Cyr, proprietor of the 
Cyr Hotel at St. Leonard's, N. B. and 
well known all over Aroostook, was 
killed Sunday by a train while run­
ning a railroad velocipede on the 
Transcontinental Railway, near Sum 
mit, N. B. Cyr was on a hunting trip.
The Christian Endeavor of the Free 
Baptist church will hold their regular 
meeting this Sunday, Nov. 21. at (j 
promptly. The topic is “The Thanks­
giving Habit.” The leader is Rev. 
Mr. Hartley. There will be special j 
music and a goodly number are hoped 
for. Come and bring a friend.
It is with regret that the friends of 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Andrews learn 
of the death of their young daughter 
which occurred at their home in Wa­
terville recently, death being due to 
diphtheria. Mrs. Andrews will be re­
membered as Miss Emily Davis, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel 
Davis.
John Woodward, formerly of Houl- 
ton but now of Portland, was in town 
Monday starting on his new job as 
representative of the National Biscuit 
Co. for Southern Aroostook. Johnnie 
has a large acquaintance and will with 
this well known concern, no doubt, 
make ^ood, as he has In most every­
thing he has undertaken.
ARMISTICE DAY
At no time for a great many years 
has such a general suspension of busi­
ness been noticed in this town as that 
of last Thursday (Armistice Day), 
when every place of business was 
closed at noon.
No general observance in the way 
of a celebration was attempted this 
year, but it is expected that in the 
near future the day may be made a 
legal holiday by proclamation, then 
the day may be properly observed.
STRIKES AND SPARES
The week of Dee. 6 promises to be 
a very interesting one to local bowl- 
' ing fans. Arrangements are being 
made with Mr. Jus. L. .McNulty of St.
1 John, N. B., to bring a team of fast 
bowlers from that city and meet 
some of Houltoifs candle-pin artists.
1 The St. John team will probably roll 
two matches of th.*e games each: 
ithe first match will rake1 place* in the 
1 afternoon at the1 Salvation Army 
alleys when a five man team picked 
from the four teams who have1 been 
rolling in special matches this fall on 
the old Bowlodrome alleys, will meet 
the boys from “ the Province.”
Supper will be served to the visit- i 
ing team by the Meduxnekeag Club; 
at their club rooms, and the second i 
game of the day will be rolled on the i 
Dux alleys in the evening, when the j 
St. John boys will meet the pick of j 
the Dux rollers. '
We look for the biggest scores that! 
have ever been rolled in a five man | 
match in Houlton, as several of the j 
local boys are going good now and I 
it is nothing uncommon for the St. J 
John team to run up a 1500 total J 
on their home alleys. Of course they j 
will be slightly handicapped by rolling 
on strange alleys, but the fans may 
rest assured that they will see some 
classy pin-picking if they are fortu­
nate enough to see the games.
It is not known yet who will make 
up the local five. To date McIntyre, 
Moir and Dunphy are about the only 
ones who show better than a ninety 
average in their contests. But there 
are several who are hitting them for 
89 and 90 average. Smith Dow, Ervin, 
Sawyer, and about all of Capt. Farm­
er’s team are belting the pins in fine 
shape and it will be no trouble to find 
five who will give a good account of 
themselves when the time's comes.
Guy McKenzie 
Joseph E. Martin 
Elwood Noyes 
A. F. Qua ley 
John A. Soderberg 
Floreut R. Soucy 
Herbert W. Sylvester 
J. A. Watson 
W. H. Wheeler 
Charles Whited
T raverse 
Chas. M. Armstrong 
( R. S. Austin 
: Arthur Baron 
Thomas Brower 
C. H. Campbell 
H. A. Casey 
Paul J. Cormier 





W. S. Fuller 
H. F. Green 
Thomas H. Haney 
H. C. Hogan 
John Hothum 
R. J. Libby 
E. B. Lilley 




























in New York city, under the direction 
of Percivul Vivian.
Criticism from three of the country's 
greatest newspapers :
With many a laugh and a thrill 
“ Fine Feathers” is an argument 
against employing dishonest methods 
to rise in the world. Its logic is 
conclusive.—-New York Herald.
That fine feathers make fine birds 
is the commonly accepted adage. 
That they also make plucked birds 
is the fact which Mr. Eugene Waitin’ 
demonstrates in his play. On the 
whole it is exceedingly interesting, 
and in all respects exceptionally well 
written. New York Times.
The play is well built and develops 
its theme with insistence and 
strength.—New York Tribune.
Houlton for some time. Both have 
excellent voices, lead their lines intel­
ligently and dress well.
Mary L. Ott and Mildred Vaughan 
were the principal women along with 
Ann Ott. Mary Ott handled a lot of 
dialogue in a delightful manner and 
lead a couple of numbers with mag­
netic personality. Miss Vaughan has 
a voice of rare range and quality, and 
like her fellow players, dresses with 
taste.
Mr. Ott is surrounded by a chorus 
of girls that are not merely pretty. 
They are exceptionally clever and 
dance admirably. On top of this 
those girls read lines as well as the 
average artist of the dramatic stage. 
Mr. Ott has outfitted his girls with
j costumes that were especially desigti- Mrs. Beatrice Rideout, chairman ot i 0£f there very charm.
the dramatic committee and Mrs. 
Camilla Grant, chairman of the music 
commttee have charge of these enter­
tainments.
Remember that the course tickets 
New Limerick are $2.50, single tickets $1.50.
Blaine Course ticket holders will be able 
Mars Hill to reserve their seats on Saturday, 
Littleton Nov. 20th, at Cochran’s. Single ticket 
Perham sale nt' reserved seats Monday, Nov. 
Linneus , 22, at the same place.
W. C. T. U.
The meetings of the W. C. T. U. for 
the present year will be held at the 
ladies’ parlor of the Congregational 
church. The next meeting will be 
on Thursday, Nov. 18th. At this meet­
ing programs of the years’ work will 
be given out.
The supper served by the W. C. T. 
U. on Nov. 5th was very successful 
both socially and financially, about one 
hundred being present to enjoy the 
very excellent repast provided by the 




After only a few days illness, 
Malcolm Smith passed away in the 
Fisher Memorial Hospital, Wednes­
day morning (Oct. 20).
He was a bright promising young1 
lad 13 years of age, and a general 
favorite with everyone in the com­
munity.
He was the youngest child of Mr. 
and Mrs. C. Allen Smith and leaves 
also one brother Nash, and three 
sisters, Mrs. W. B. Roben of Houlton. 
Mildred of the Royal Victoria hospital 
of Montreal and Louise of Woodstock.
Mr. William Mcllroy of this town 
was his grandfather.
The sympathy of the whole com­
munity goes out to the bereaved 
family in their deep sorrow.
—Woodstock Sentinel.
The bowling fever is raging at the 
Elks club now. Plans are under way 
for starting a tournament of six-man 
teams. There are over seventy 
enthusiasts to he included in this, and 
that will mean at least twelve teams.
There used to be a custom at both 
the Elks and Dux alleys of giving a 
ten game ticket to the individual hav­
ing the highest single string fo»* the 
week. This has not been done to date 
at either place this season and we 
believe the clubs are the losers there­
by. The prize in itself is not so very 
much, but it is always the means of 
more bowling every week, as i t ; 
creates an interest that is often absent 
if there is no incentive to keep "plug­
ging.” !
As far as we have been able to 
learn, Lefty Lunt has the high score i 
to date on the Elks alleys, when he 
tore off 123 last week after returning 
from a hun ing trip with Harold ; 
Chadwick. This speakes mighty well 
for Harold’s cooking.
Young Ed. Wilkins is just about as 
consistent a performer now’ as haunts 
the Dux alleys. No real high scores 
have been hung up down there as yet, 1 
and the chances are that Doc. Orcutt’s ' 
145, which he chalked up last winter,, 
w’ill serve as a mark to shoot at for 
some time to come.
! C. C. McLaughlin Chapman
! G. H. McNally Ashland
C. A. Olivenboum New Sweden
Frank Peters Bancroft
Marcus Peters Orient
j W. E. Phair Limestone
James M. Pierce Houlton
Orrin Pullen . Amity
Wilmot M. Shaw “ E” PI.
Charles Sherman Oakfield
Leonard Soucy Grand Isle
H. G. Stackpole Bridgewater
William Stockford Moro PI.
John A. Sweeney Fort Kent
A. M. Sylvester Caribou
Chas. E. Tracy Monticello
Hiram Tracy Stockholm
Jerrard Tozier Portage Lake
Joseph H. Tweed i t * Westfield
J. C. Walker Island Falls
J. P. Weston Silver Ridge PI.
John Wilcox Cary PI.
WOMAN’S CLUB
ENTERTAINMENT
Course tickets are now being sold 
for the “Wagnerian Quartet" and 
“ Pine Feathers,” which takes place 
on Tuesday, Nov. 23. at the Opera 
House.
All lovers of good music should 
plan to attend this concert. The 
quartet is made up of artists, any 
one of whom will be well worth the 
price of admission.
The;* have the assistance of Con­
stance and Henry Gideon, two of 
Boston’s finest artists.
This company represents the very 
best, in music and their program will 
he a most enjoyable one.
The violin and cello soloists have 
toured the United States and Canada, 
playing before the most appreciated 
and enthusiastic audiences.
The company playing “ Fine Feath- i 
ers” is selected from among the best
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
November Term. 1920. Houlton, 
Nov. 16, 1920.
HON. JOHN A. MORRILL. Justice 
Presiding.
Michael M. Clark, Cerk
Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Chaplain ;
John A. Hayden, Reporter j
William R. Roix, County Attorney j
Charles E. Dunn, Sheriff
John Q. Adams, Deputy Sheriff
George A. Barrett, Deputy Sheriff
W
HOLSTEIN MEETING
The Holstein-Fresian meeting on 
Saturday last in Houlton was a 
success from every standpoint, as 
shown by the different sections 
represented at this meeting. ......  ...... ...............
W. M. Ryder, Extention dept, of the I George W. Estes, Deputy Sheriff 
Holstein-Freisan Ass’n. of America, I j ames D. Ross. Deputy Sheriff 
and Prof. L. S. Corbett of the U. of M. 
faculty, explained to the enthusiastic 
gathering the need of a Field man for 
New England states, with 10,000 pure 
bred Holsteins, standing third in the 
U. S. as a group, in having more 
Holsteins than the whole number of 
Ashyires in the U. S.
A campaign is being conducted for 
membership in the N. E. Holstein 
Club, the funds to be used to employ' ])uVM Daigle 
a Field man who will w'ork for the 
interests of the breeding of these 
cattle.
Any farmer is eligible by paying 
$1.00 per head for pure breds and 25c 
for grades, which entitles him to a 
reduction of half the expense of all 
future registration fees.
Membership fees to the amount of 
$145. were collected in Houlton.
Many other questions were discus­
sed, aikl everyone wrho attended felt 
well repaid for the time spent.
E W IS H  to announce to the 
people of Houlton and sur­
rounding towns that we have 
secured the services of Mr. 
H. T. BLETHEN, a Licensed Embalm- 
er and Funeral Director, who has had ; 
eight years’ experience, and  is j 
thoroughly competent to continue this ! 
part of the business, as it has been | 




Merrill F. Leavitt, Deputy Sheriff 
Herbert Hall, Deputy Sheriff 
Kendall S. Jackins, Deputy Sheriff 
Victor E. Refers, Deputy Sheriff 
Grand Jurors
T. E. Beals 
Freeman Boutiliei 
G. V. Burgess 
E. L. Cleveland 
Isaac Conant
Elias Pagers 
Edwin W. Fernald 
Guy C. Fletcher 













U R K E Y
I M E
ALK
Spices, herbs and flavorings. The 
purest of products such as we sell 
offer the cook the best of advantages. 
Plate your orders early. Make Mr. 
Turkey and the ‘ 'fixings" right for a 
successful dinner.
The Inward Effects of humors are 
worse than the outward. They en­
danger the whole system. Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla eradicates all humors, 
cures all their inward and outward 
effects. It is the great alterative and 
tonic whose merit has been every­
where established.
Munro’s West End 
Drug Store
Huy where the stocks arc good and 
trade where the service is excellent.
MONEY THE FARMER
Boggs P otato G rader
Will Save Time and 
P o t a t o e s .  No  
machine on the mar­
ket can d o  s u c h I
rapid work and do 
it so w e 11. €J W  e 
have s o m e  wi t h  
motors. Call'and 
let us show you.
Jam es S. 
P e a b o d y
Bangor Street 
Houlton, Me.
A TREAT AT THE TEMPLE
Bob Ott opened a weeks engage­
ment at the Temple theatre Monday 
, evening, playing to a good house pre­
senting “The Jumping Jack.”
New York’s $10,000 prize play. A 
i real New York city production, a 
quaint musical caper in two leaps. 
The book, the lyrics and music are 
from the pen of Matthew Ott. It was 
full of fun. merry and snap with plenty 
of pep. The fup started with the 
opening curtain and stayed with the 
audience after it left the theatre. 
Next to Bob Ott himself the comedy' 
of the show is in the hands of Ray- i 
mond Marr, as a hair-brained youth,! 
and Miss Alice Downey, who shines | 
in the second act of the performance ; 
as a maid. Marr gets a number o f 1 
laughs during the performance and he 
more than acquitted himself creditab- 
Iy. He led several songs that would ! 
have sent Broadway managers look-j 
ng for the clever youth had such I 
managers attended “The Jumping \ 
Jack.” Miss Downey handled only 
one song “That’s All There Is." That, 
song did much for Miss Downey with 
her audience as did Sahara for Esther, 
Walker in “ Monte Cristo, Jr. j
Fred Wright and Harvey Collins are 
two of the finest straight men that 
have played with a production in !
Tuesday evening the Ott players 
presented “The Love Girl,” another 
musical number which pleased its 
audience as did Monday’s show. This 
evening the Ott players present “The 
Tatooed Girl” full of snap and pep. 
Each night is a different show and on 
Saturday afternoon there will be a 
special matinee for the ladies and 
children.
The prices for the evening shows 
are 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00. A few box 
seats $1.00. War tax paid. Saturday 
matinee prices, 25c, 50c.
One of the most encouraging signs 
of national advancement is the in­
creased and deeper thinking on the 
part of our young women. They are 
filling a growing number of im­
portant positions in our larger con­
cerns.
S A Y
when getting ready for 
that hunting trip don’t 
forget your
B . F .  A .
CIGAR
It’s the universal choice 
of all smokers who relish 
a good smoke— All 
dealers.
LOCKS That Speak
FOR TH EM SELVES----------
We have talked Jewelry and Silver­
ware so much lately, that you may 
have come to the conclusion that we 
carry no other kind of stock.
If this is the fact, let us put you 
right. Our stock comprises every­
thing that can be found in an up-to- 
date Jewelry Store.
This chapter deals with clocks. 
Our clock department is guided by 
three policies: first, to sell only the 
most reliable makes; second, to show 
the largest variety of fine clocks and 
exclusive designs; and third, to offer 
the best values in each type of clock 
possible.
We  have the Stately Hall clocks, 
Banjo and Mirrow clocks, Mantle 
clocks, Chamber clocks, Desk clocks, 
traveling clocks in leather cases, 
many with beautiful toned chimes, 
all priced reasonably. Any one of 
these would make a gift suitable for 
any occasion.
y. D. Perry
Jeweler and Optometrist 
Market Sq., Ifoulton
IVhat is it that makes the 
Home so cheerfulf
flowers make the 
Nome Cheerful &
HOME—Be it ever so humble or rich 
in splendor, flowers make it richer in 
comfort and cheerfulness.
There need be no artificial empha­
sis to enhance the beauty of flowers 
or the message of good they bring 
into this -world. Even a simple plant 
or a vase of but a few flowers will 
brighten the whole surroundings and 
the very soul of the disconsolate.
Nature has ordained flowers as its 
gift of sunshine and cheer to man.
Flowers in the home will give the op­
portunity for fullest appreciation.
Sale on Ferns during all September.
fine and choice
Extra











Does decadence necessarily follow 
loss of population? Not in this age 
of machinery. It may simply mean 
the substitution or mechanical for 
human energy, with perhaps a great 
increase of production. This is the 
way that Paul W. Brown, editor of 
America at Work, explains the rural 
drop in population shown by the last 
census. That thousands of Americans 
have moved from the country to the 
city does not mean, he believes, that 
the mral regions are retrograding, or
ing States of the Central West. It is 
now in order to inquire what, mean­
while, had happened to production.
“The total production of corn, wheat 
and oats in Missouri for the five-year 
period just before the taking of the 
1900 census was 1.087,000,000 bushels. 
For the corresponding period exactly 
ten years later the production of the 
same grains'Nvas 1,295.000,000 bushels 
—a gain of 19 per cent.
“When we turn to animal husbandry 
the record of efhciency is still more 
salient. Taking the annual average of 
horses, mules, beef cattle, and milk 
cows for the same five-year periods, 
we find that it rose from 8,224,000 head
1 9 0 0 1 91 0
that the farmer is deteriorating, but 
only tha ,^ the introduction of machi­
nery on the farm has released great 
numbers of hands for equally useful 
work in towns and cities. Counties 
that have lost population are general­
ly the productive ones, not those 
Stricken with poverty; and coincident* 
ly with the decrease has come a great 
increase 4n the bulk and quality of 
farm produce, both vegetable and 
animal. ‘ Here Mr. Brown has plenty 
of figures to back him up. To quote 
and condense his article:
“ For the past ten years the benevo­
lently disposed persons and minders 
of other people’s business generally 
have been sitting up with the farmer. 
They first became acutely worried
about him upon the appearance of the j wheat production a 115 per cent. 
Thirteenth Census, which showed that ; j n c r e a s e , while cotton shows an in­
half of the counties of Illinois, the
first State in the production of corn ! crease in the latter period of overnrai ow w  in r | 136 per Cent. above the tormer.
and oats..had lost population; that 61 T«iiu i The record ot the average mcounties o f Missouri/the fourth corn . . . . . . . .wuu , ^ a . ! of animals for the five-year per.
number
„ , ii.uicw* .... .... ... , mod isState, the first in production of mules j * ... , ..g I equallv significant. Notwithstanding and the second in the production of; 1 *■' , ,, . i the automobile, thehorses, had fewer people than ten i
years before; and that rural popula­
tion loss in Iowa' the second common-
motor-truck and
the tractor, horses have increased 15
i per cent, and mules S8 per cent. Beef
„ , . , cattle show an 11 per rent, increasewealth in production of corn and oats, i , ...vrcnuu yiv y  and milk cows an increase ol .in per
had gone so far that the State as a ; ri , . , ,.unu swim o v  i cent. Hogs have come up just halt
whole, cities as well as rural districts, | 
showed a net loss of population of a 
fraction of 1 per cent for the ten
ha V'
years. Since then the farmer has had 
to stand being officially sympathized 
with om T>ccasions public and private 
--an  experience which adds to the 
anguish of real bereavement and be­
comes madly irritating when. no loss 
has been sustained.
“It is time that the fact was made 
known that whatever industry in the 
United States may be considered 
decadent, the industry of farming is 
not such a one. It is time to show 
that the steady improvement of 
methods and the adoption of new 
labor-saving appliances have produc­
ed in field and stable and dairy exact­
ly  the same effect that they have pro­
duced in steel-mill and shoe-factory, 
in sawmill and plow-works, in watch- 
factory and automobile-plant.
“Evidences of the loss of rural 
population in Missouri appeared on a 
scale large enough to be worthy of 
serious attention in the census of 
1900, which showed that 20 counties 
out of the 114 into which the State 
is divided had fewer people than they 
had ten *ye&rs before. Missouri af­
fords a peculiarly interesting field for 
this kind of study by reason of the 
fact that its area is divided into a 
number of distinct soil provinces 
representing the widest possible range 
of productive conditions, from lands 
whose fields ‘drop fatness’ to the thin, 
siliceous hill soils euitable only for 
grasing in large) tracts and the rear­
ing of certain kinds of fruits.
“Now it is a slnguar fact that of the 
20 counties which showed a loss of 
population in the census of twenty 
years ago, only two were in the poor­
est land areas. The other 18 counties 
were among the richest counties of 
the State.
“The census of 1910, ten years later, 
showed that population loss had af­
fected 41 counties more than in 1900, 
a total of 61 out of the 114 having 
fewer people than in 1900. As al­
ready noted, this condition in Missouri 
was but typical of the great produc
50 per cent.—while sheep 
increased 119 per cent."
It is now time, Mr. Brown thinks, 
to stop and inquire why we should 
have been worrying over our rural 
districts during a period which has 
witnessed triumphs unequaled in the
RM10IDS
S S  INDIGESTION
MpMb «r wfck vicky or watir, 
III «f wU, profitably hot.
QUICK RELIEF!
Friee, 2S40-751
ALSO IW TABLET POWM
•IASS ar  SCOTT A SOWNK 
MAKERS OF
•COTTS EMULSION 15
STATE OF MAINE 
PUBLIC NOTICE
By virtue of the authority conferred 
upon me by the provisions of Chapter 
33, R. S., Section 45, as amended. I, 
having received written complaint 
from the owners of the land that 
beaver are doing actual, substantial 
dairage to their property, hereby 
declare an open season on beaver, 
from November 15th, A. I)., 1920, to 
February 28th, inc., A. I)., 1920, on the 
following territory:
On land of A. R. Farrar, in the town 
of Orient, in the county of Aroostook, 
During the open season herein pro­
vided for on the lands above specified, 
it shall be lawful for any person who 
has secured a $25. heaver trapping 
license to trap beaver thereon, but no i 
person shall set a trap within ten feet 
of a beaver house, under a penalty of 
$100.00 and costs for each offense.
Witness my hand this 8th day of 
November, A. !>., 1920.
WILLIS E. PARSONS
Commissioner of Inland 
145 Fisheries & Came
PETITION AND ORDER
Houlton, Maine, November S, 1920. 
To the Selectmen of the tow n of Houl­
ton, in the county of Aroostook and 
State of Maine: —
The Houlton Water Company, a 
corporation duly organized under the 
laws of said State, existing according 
to law and having its place of business 
at said Houlton, hereby requests 
license and written permit from you, 
to erect poles with wires, arms and 
fixtures thereon and construct its 
lines, with side lines therefrom, for 
the transmission of electricity and 
electric current for heat, light and I 
power purposes, in, upon and along! 
the following highways, public roads 
and streets, in said town of Houlton, I 
to wit:—On the Hussey road, so call-j 
ed, from the Ludlow to the County j 
road, on the County road from inter- j 
section of Hussey road West to W est! 
line of Town of Houlton. On the 
Ludlow road from the homestead of 
A. E. Mooers to the West line of the j 
town of Houlton.
HOULTON WATER COMPANY
By B. B. McINTYRE, Supt. I
■ Houlton, Me. Nov. 5, 1920. 
On the foregoing petition of the 
Houlton Water Company, it is hereby 
ordered that a hearing on same will 
be held at the Selectmen’s office on 
Monday, Dec. 6, 1920, at nine o’clock j 
A. M. and that said petition and this 
notice of hearing Thereon be published 
three times in the Houlton Times, a 
newspaper published in said Town, 
the last publication to be at least 
fourteen days prior to said hearing, i 
Given under our hands this eighth 
day of November, 1920. i
FRANK A. PEABODY 
HOWARD WEBB 
ALTON E. CARTER 
345 Selectmen of Houlton.
to 4,427,000 head—a gain of 37 per 
cent.
“The comparison for the twenty- 
year period ending with January 1 of 
the current year can not be made in 
the same simple way for the reason 
that the population returns for 1920 
have not all been tabulated.
“The production records, however 
are* in hand. Comparing the produc­
tion of the five years preceding Jan­
uary 1, 1920, with the five years 
preceding January 1, 1900, we * find 
that corn production in Missouri has 
registered a 6 pej; cent, loss, oats pro­
duction a 90 per cent increase, and
previous history of agriculture. In a 
steel-mill recently rebuilt, the in­
stallation of automatic devices cut the 
number of men in a single department 
in half: yet the industrial journals 
spoke of it, not in terms of “depopula­
tion,” but as an evidence of progress. 
A quarter of a c  otur.v or so ago the 
composing-room of a daily newspaper 
in St. Louis saw ihe exodus of thirty 
hand-compositors out of forty. The 
remaining ten seated themselves at 
linotype1 machines. The newspaper 
did not lament "great typographical 
depopulation in a Missouri composing- 
room,” but celebrated its own enter­
prise and the resulting better service. 
He continues:
“An enormous transformation has 
been going on before our inattentive 
eyes in tin1 fields and orchards, feed 
yards, stables, and dairies of rural 
America. It. is the same sort of 
transformation that has been wrought 
by better methods and better appli­
ances in the making of things as 
diverse as paper and steel castings, 
gun-stocks and tin buckets, aluminum 
and cooking-fats. Everywhere we hear 
the same story of the increase of out­
put, the lightening of human toil, the 
economy in the number of workers 
required to achieve a given result. 
Everywhere else we call it progress. 
Everywhere else we hail the better 
service, enlarged human leisure, the 
freer life of the workers. Where the
farm is concerned, wo have elected | of the explosive power of a mixturei
io discuss it in terms of depopulation, | of air with gasoline or oil, and up 
and to call it decadence, deterioration,! conn's the tractor to give the horse a 
a march backward. 1 rest and increase o
"The average fertility of American 
fields is steadily rising. This is 
shown bv a most exhaustive study of
ce more by 100 
per cent, the power which may be 
directed by one man in the field. As 
a result, tlie solitary fanner of todav
the relation of acreage to crop yields j with a tractor of average power can 
published by the Department of Agri-! plow trom four to five times as much 
eultnre under Secretary Houston. . land as the fanner of twentv-five 
Onr universities have been centers , years ago with a hand-plow and one 
for the collection of authoritative! pair of horses. So in like manner the 
facts regarding the best farm practise, j old ‘half-row’ cultivator gave way to 
comparison by experiment of different I the single-row cultivator, which, is now 
methods of treatment of crops and ; superseded by tin* two-row implement 
farm animals, and presentation of the j for the cultivation of corn and other 
results of experience and investigation I growing crops. The results at the 
in forms most readily assimilated by j harvest end of the crop have been 
the busy farm-worker. The resultant i equally salient.
improvement in methods of crop rota­
tion and in the quality of farm 
animals of all sorts is one of the most 
salient facts of the time.
“ It now become apparent why rural 
population has ‘declined.’ It has ‘de­
clined’ simply because the work of 
providing grain, meat and fruits for 
“ ( ’onjoined with this improvement human consumption, producing animal 
in farm methods has gone an and vegetable fibers, and supplying
enormous improvement in the offec-ltho draft animals needed in agrieul-
tiveness of farm appliances. We have 
seen the single-hand plow replaced by 
the sulky plow ot a size and capacity 
impossible of control by hand. The
ture, manufacturing, and the world of 
travel and pleasure, has become from 
year to year and from decade to decade 
better organized, better equipped, and
single-bottom sulky plow has in its ( more intelligently performed. In 
turn given way to the two-bottom j consequence it has been possible for 
gang, making it possible for one man the farms of the nation—recognized 
to control twice the horse-power and as splendid nurseries of men as well 
do twice tin1 plowing; and now in turn as of other useful animals—to release 
comes the substitution for the horse in increasing numbers, in proportion
to population as a whole, choice young 
;nt‘ii to be turn'll into mechanics, 
workers in transportation, commercial 
men, business executives, technical 
experts, teachers, physicians, lawyers 
and preachers. The American pro­
gressive farm home today has a 
player-piano in the parlor and a talk­
ing machine of ilm latest improved 
model. There is a central heading 
plant, an electric-light plant for house 
and barn, a water system with modern 
sanitary {dumbing, and an automobile 
in the garage. And the human energy 
which has achieved these things for 
the farm home has been drawn from 
the farm itself, which, meanwhile, 
under the spur of better methods, 
better equipment, and better manage­
ment, is producing more grain, more 
milk and butter, more meat, and more 
fruit with fewer workers and far less 
drudgery.”
The kitchen in a house may repre­
sent an engine room in a steamship, 
and the cook may represent the en­
gineer. However beautifully furn­
ished the rest of the ship is, if the 
engineer is incapable, or the engine 
is broken, all will go wrong: so it is 
with the home; no matter how nice 
the parlors are furnished, if the cook 
is not competent, everyone connected 
with the home will have to suffer 
the consequences.
Lane P earce
Going Out of Business Sale still going on. Crowds of 
people attended the opening days of this sale and every­
body went away happy at the thought of how many
dollars they had saved. Everything must be sold—a genuine going 
out of business sale. Building coming down. All fixtures for gale.
$10
Slaughter of Ladies, and Misses Wearing 
Apparel and Yard Goodsi: v ’/*
Here are some of the values—and hundreds of other similar values 
---------------------which we have not space to advertise-----------------------
Silk Hosiery, regular valim $2.5o. go- Heavy two-piece rntierwear. value' 1 4 oz. Cotton Bats,
ing out of buiness price $4 .89
1
$ l. o each, salt1 price $4 .25
Silk Hoiery, regular value $2.25, go- Ab'dium weight two-pieee l nderwear
j ing out of business price .69
5 9
Lisle Hosiery, regular value N9c, go­
ing out of business price ITftC
value $1.29 each, sale price 0 g (
Yelastie Union Suits (while tliev , , ‘A V- -- -- --. ~ Lerniantown \arns, all colors A Olast) regular value $3.;>0 $^ .50 , . A Hf  sale price
Blankets (not cotton but all wool) 
white or gray, size GGxSO $"P.OO 
Sale price.- pair ■
Other good values at lower prices
Oflier good values in ( ’ashmen's, 
Fleeced Lined and Cottons
Boys’ Flannel Blouse's, regular value 
$1.75, going out of business $4 .25 
price I
Flannelette1 Petticoats, regular value 
$1.50, going out of business Q Q C  
price
Bungalow Aprons, best quality, value1 
$1.98, going out of business $4 .39 
price* ■
Flannelette downs, $3.50 value', go­
ing out of busine'ss price $g .50
Flannelette downs, $2.75 value, go­
ing out of busines price $g .25
Men’s Braces value $1.25, going out 
of business price " fC C
Sale price*
1 Percales 
out of business price, yard
All , best finality, going I toller Shades (color green) going out of business price, each O A C
Silk Thread, spool
Siip-eui Sweaters, $^ .5
Extra good values ■
Ke*gal dorse'ts, value $2.00 to $0.50 
going out of busi- $4 .50 to $ 4  .98  ^ ()H(>n Thread, Spool
ness price ■ ■
Table1 Oilcloth, dark patterns, 
per yard
'Fable1 Oilcloth, light patteTiis, 
pen* yard 5 0
q 27 in. dinghams. to close out 
per yard
q Serge, regular value $1.50 yd. 
Sale price
Planned Outing. 30 in. wiele, best Velvets, regular value $4.98 |
quality, value1 59c yard. Sale A $3.;>0. sale price J
price1
Flannel Outing, light blue, 45c Q Q C  
quality, sale price, yard w w
Lockwood B Cotton, value Q Q C
45c, sale price w w
2 pound Cotton Bats $4 .00
Flannel Middies, sale price, $Q.50 
each ©
All Linen Crashes, best value* 
in town, per yard
deorgette Crepe, extra good quality, 
value $3.75, sale price $2-75
Also  on Sale at Extraord inary  Prices
KIMONOS











No Refunds, Exchanges or Charges—Cash Only
Lane &  Pearce Store
Market Sq., Houlton, Maine
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LABRADOR TIMBER
RAISES OLD ISSUE
Recont surveys of Labrador which 
have disclosed immense resources of 
timber suitable for pulp and paper 
manufacture have led to a revival of 
cftorts to bring about a determination 
of the boundary line between New- 
foundland and the Canadian province 
o f Quebec. This line has never been 
laid down by actual survey and its 
various definitions as given in docu­
ments issued at intervals in the last 
century and a half are so vague that 
Government officials do not know just 
how much of Labrador belongs to 
Newfoundland and how much to 
Canada.
That Labrador is rich in many
000 on loans and discounts; $61,700,-j 
000 on bonds and other securities and j 
$21,000,000 on miscellaneous losses, i 
The banks paid interest to deposi-j 
tors aggregating $287,000,000, their j 
reports showed. Their taxes amount- j 
to $79,400,000. j
Big Shrinkage in Year !
“The shrinkage in the value of our; 
principal commodities and articles of 
production during the fiscal year end­
ed Oct. 31,” Mr. Williams said, “ is the ; 
greatest in commercial history, not i 
only in amount, but in the proportion j 
of the decline to former values. It j 
amounts to billions of dollars. j
“No six years in the history of the i 
world have brought convulsions and j 
changes so tremendous or intense. [ 
The manner in which our banks have j
I
natural resources, including enormous [ endured these ordeals is an impres-
waterpower, has long been known, but 
the practicability of utilizing its
sive indication that they were not j 
tempted from the ways of safety and I
forests tor paper making was not honesty by the excitement of infla- j 
demonstrated until the worldwide j tion.
paper shortage led to exhaustive in- j “The national hanking system of 
vestigations of the territory. This re- j the United States has not only endur- 
eulted in applications by promoters | ed unshaken the phenomenal changes, 
to the Newfoundland Government for j but has prospered and grown steadily 
timber limits in Labrador. As these} and substantially, in the midst of 
could not be acted upon until it was them. During the past fiscal year 361 
determined whether Newfoundland charters were granted for new nation- 
owned the land Jn question, represen- al banks with capital of $31,077,500 
tatives of this fbolony were sent to J and 60 national banks have increased 
London late in the summer to discuss j their capital a total of $104,618,100. 
with eminent English counsel the j “The net increase of authorized na- 
preparation of a formal raft of New- j tional banking capital for the year, af-
foundland’s Labrador claims as op­
posed to those of Canada.
The const of Labrador was annex­
ed  to Newfoundland in 1763. Ten
ter subtracting all reductions; l^ y con­
solidations, voluntary liquidations, re­
ceiverships and reductions of capital, 
is $118,810,000. This is 50 per cent
years later, owing to difficulties aris-1 more than the greatest increase for 
ing out of grants made to a number > any preceding year since 1865.”
of persons under the French rule, it j — _ _ _ j . „
was changed to Canadian jurisdiction,; (Copy)
In 1809 It was again transferred to j i in p i tjAD m i /A D r r
Newfoundland, and has since been LIB tL  rUK DIVORCE
attached to this colony.
The difficulty arises over different 
Interpretations of the words “coast of 
Labrador.”  One view is that New-1
j  To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme 
Judicial Court, next to be held at 
Caribou, in the County of Aroostook 
and  ^ State of Maine; on the first 
Tuesday of February. A. D. 1921.
, a . i W. H. Southard of Presque Isle in
foundland carr claim only the coast j bounty of Aroostook, respectfully ;
between Blanc Sablon and Cape | represents that on the 25th day of 
-Cbldiey, with perhaps a half mile in- j July, A. D. 1910 at Andover' in the j 
tend, and that the rest of Labrador l County of Victoria, Province of New ; 
**“  * , * , _ . . i Brunswick and .Dominion of Canadabelongs to Canada. As defined^in  ^ was jawfu]jy married to Beatrice ,
“  M. Southard, whose maiden name was
Beatrice Maher, by the Reverend Mr. i 
Sissons of said Andover, a minister of j 
the Gospel duly authorized to solem- 1 
nize marriages that ever since said j 
time he has conducted himself to-
Jetters patent continuing the office of 
•Governor of Newfoundland, the boun­
dary was described as a line drawn 
between Blanc Sablin and Cape Chid- 
ley, which would pass through the 
ocean In certain sections and leave j  wards said Libelee as a faithful, true 
large areas of the coast to the west- j and affectionate husband but that said 
ward of th© line, and "therefore not j Libelee, regardless of her marriage 
under Newfoundland jurisdiction. cov©nant and duty. or. the 10th rtav nf
Many Newfoundland officials hold to
the vieU that the correct delimitation 
Waa made In a sessional paper issued
covenant and duty, on the 10th day of 
August 1910, utterly deserted your 
Libelant without cause, and that said j 
desertion has continued to the present 
time, being more than three years,
, during which time he has contributed 
in this colony in 1864. Under the j nothing to her support.
phraseology of this document New- j That your libelant has resided here 
fmnfdland would be entitled to thou-] in good faith for more than one year
v Mauds of square miles of the interior 
<of the Labrador peninsula, in addition 
to  tb*e coast.
BANK REVENUES
BREAK RECORDS
Tbe 8157 national banks of the 
country reported a gross revenue of 
'91409,000,000, or 24 per cent on their 
capital, for the fiscal year ended June 
30, said a statement by John Skelton 
‘Williams, comptroller of the currency. 
This, Mr. Williams said, was a new 
high record.
National Banks Solid
Mr. Williams declared the national 
banks had met the severe test of war 
^nd reconstruction in a way that prov­
e d  their “ solid strength and the 
wisdom and fidelity” of those who 
•direct them.
“The facts and figures,” he added.
next prior to the date hereof 
That your Libelant has made dili- j 
gent inquiry, but that the residence I 
of said Libelee is unknown to your j 
Libelant, and cannot be ascertained 
by reasonable diligence. That there ! 
is no collusion between them to obtain j 
a divorce; but that, your Libelant 
believes that said bonds of matrimony I 
ought to be dissolved, wherefore he 
prays that a divorce may be decreed.
W. H. Southard 
Dated at Presqu& Isle this 30th day 
of October, 19207
Signed and sworn to before me this 
30th day of October, 1920. J
Jasper H. Hone :
Justice of the Peace I 
(L. S.) STATE OF MAINE 
AR6 0 STOOK, ss. !
Supreme Judicial Court! 
In vacation, Houlton, November. 
12th 1920. |
In this action it is ordered by the f 
court that notice be given said Libelee i 
by publishing the libel and this order I 
of court three successive weeks in the j 
Houlton Times, a newspaper printed j 
and published at Houlton in said 
County of Aroostook, the last publica“ must give the American people and
the world Increased confidence ii* the d *ys, befcT®,  „ . . . . . . .  . thd next term of this court in said
... ........... ........................ .. County of Aroostook to be held at
Cari
safety and power of the banking and 
business Interests of this country.”
Earnings of the banks came largely 
from interest and discount. M r. 
Williams said, although a total of 
997,000,000 was obtained from ex­
change and collection charges and 
•other miscellaneous sources.
Losses charged off by the banks 
were distributed as follows: $31,200,-
bou, in said comity, on the first! 
Tuesday of February 1921; that she I 
may tfcen and there appear and de­
fend if she sees fit.
Leslie C. Cornish.
Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Judicial Court.
A trie copy of libel and order of 
court thereon:
Attest:
346 Michael M. ('la rk . Clerk







One o f Dame Nature’s Delicacies
A 1; perfectly clean, fully matured coffee beans ONLY, 
are roasted, ground and packed under the T  & K label. 
Anything else falls short of the supreme qualify expected 
b y  Maine folks and folks who visit Maine folks.
To Know, is to Iik j T  &  K Coffee—
Get Acquai nted today—
Your neighborhood dealer cells it.
Tbnrston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Maine





compare voice with R E - C R E A T I O N  by Edison’s new 
phonograph—could not tell the two apart
ETSY LAXE SI I El’HERI), the 
great American soprano, gave 
Jan extraordinary recital last 
Tuesday night at High School 
Auditorium.
She walked onto the stage and 
stood beside a stately cabinet. 
She began to sing “ Coinin’ Thro  
the Rye” . The audience immed­
iately yielded to the spell of her 
beautiful voice. Then suddenly 
there was a stir- a subdued 
murmur of surprise and a per­
plexed rubbing of eyes. The 
voire continued to till tin4 audi­
torium with undiminished sweet 
ness--your oars w«>re proof of 
that hut her lips had become 
absolutely silent your eyes told 
you that.
What wizardy was this! It
was the test of direct compari­
son with the living artist, which 
Thomas A. Edison has developed 
to demonstrate that the Official 
Laboratory Model of his new 
phonograph will sing any song 
exactly as it was sung by the 
artist, and that his R e-C reation  
of a singer’s voice, as it comes 
from his wonderful new phono­
graph. positively cannot be dis­
tinguished from the singer’s 
actual voice, when both are 
heard in direct comparison.
Miss Shepherd made repeated 
comparison always with the 
same result. It was truly won­
derful. This master achieve­
ment of the great wizard, Edi­
son. marks a now epoch in 
music.
“ The Phonograph with a Sou!”
You can have a duplicate of 
the wonderful instrument used 
at High School Auditorium and. 
if you act quickly, we ran 
furnish you with an engraved 
certificate (signed by Re: sv 
Lane Shepherd) certifying that 
it is an exact, duplicate in tonal 
quality of the instrument she 
used in her amazing compari­
son; alxi that it will sustain 
precisely the same test.
\Ye have ten of the famous 
Official*Laboratory Models and 
Miss Shepherd has certified 
every one of them. Come to 
our store at once and ask to see 
and hear the Official Laboratory 
Models on which Miss Shepherd 
has issued her Certificates of 
Authenticity. ,
Astle Music Company
73 Main Street, Houlton
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less than they (lo themselves. Seem­
ingly the latter compete with their 
gallants in unabashed rudeness, loud 
gossip, and boisterous laughter.
To judge from their accent, these 
girls come from the country around 
, the Westerwald bridgehead: just to 
man yity of Coblenz is perhaps even j judge by their clothing they might 
bitterer than were most of the pro- i 'veil belong to the better class of the
COBLENZ ON THE
RHINE IS BECOMING 
“DISGUSTINGLY AMERICAN”
To a patriotic German, the presence 
of American soldiers in the old Ger-
SURE OF BETTER
BUSINESS NOW
visions of the Treaty of Versailles. 
The sight o the Stars and Stripes 
flying over the city, “where the popula­
tion used to be fanatical admirers of 
the old Kaiser,” the number of Amer­
ican soldiers, “slender, picked men 
of fine physique, with the good humor 
of great babies,” in the streets, in­
spires a writer in Der Tag (Berlin) 
to melancholy reflections. As trans­
lated for the New York Tribune, his 
story runs:
Today a man hastens through 
Coblenz as quickly as possible. In 
the old days the city almost inevitably 
attracted one for a stay of at least 
some hours. Interest and delight in 
its old customs and manners never 
Mfaned. One never tired of the cozy 
old alleys and passages in the Moselle 
quarter. The soul expanded with pride 
and pleasure when a sojourner view­
ed the Incomparable scenic setting of 
the city.
On summer evenings tourists en­
joyed loitering on the hotel terrace, 
by the side of the Rhine, and watch­
ing the massive cliffs and bastions of 
Ehrenbreitstein grow golden in the 
setting sun; following the great white 
steamers bending their smoky course 
to the quay, and regarding the crowd 
of happy men and women who poured 
out of them and clustered on the | 
banks. Tourists from every country 
in the world had come together to 
derive equal pleasure from a trip 
through the realm of the Rhenish 
romance./Violins played waltz music, 
and jolly voices took up the chorus 
of the old Rhine songs.
Today a man gets out of the city 
in all haste, in order to escape as 
quickly as possible the bitter contrast 
between then and now. It never 
occurs to a German traveler to call 
on his old friends, or even to ask 
whether the^ are still alive and have 
been fortunate enough to escape from 
defiled Rhenish soil. One seeks to 
avoid the echo of his own suffering— 
seeks to escape gazing upon a belov­
ed face lined with torment or weary 
and lifeless with* reignation. A taste 
for sitting long over the earebanish- 
ing wine-cup long since vanished. So 
let us be off and away as speedily as 
possible across the river and into the 
depths of the green mountains beyond 
where we may hope never to see a 
Yankee face!
No one takes a street-car if he can 
avoid it. They are packed to the ut­
most with tall lads in khaki, with a 
white "A” on the round arm-shield. 
To a German they are intolerable liv­
ing foreign deformities in the Rhenish 
country, where they are as out of 
harmony as a cloister church would 
be upon a Western prairie. Their 
companions please the Germans even
city. Disappeared are the short
jackets trimmed with silk ribbons, the 
bright bodices, and the head cloths in 
which the girls beyond Treves used 
to appear in Coblenz markets. This 
garb now lives only in the memory 
of the older generation. Today these 
girls parade the streets in short coats, 
high yellow boots, and rich silk
mantles. Only the bright, discordant
colors on their hats betray the origin 
of the wearers. To select a becoming 
bonnet, a woman must have better 
taste and a keener eye for color than 
these girls posses or than their
advisers, John from Texas or James 
from Nebraska, even with their well- 
filled pocketbooks, can supply.
All these American soldiers have 
an abundance of money, and without 
exception they live regardless of 
expense. Their wealth flows into the 
pockets of barkeeyers, merchants, and 
these girls, but it increases the cost 
of living of every one else and thus | 
rests like a curse upon the land.
The soldiers themselves are mostly ’ 
slender, picked men of fine physique, 
with the good humor of great babies. 
They enjoy themselves immensely and 
want verybody else to be equally 
happy and comfortable. Naturally ■ 
they are more attractive in the eyes 
of our women than their gloomy, 
pessimistic, irritable German rivals.
This thing will go on for many 
years longer. The thought is almost 
unendurable to a German hurrying 
through the streets or along the Rhine 
promenades of Coblenz. Try to ignore 
the presence of these foreign people 
as one will, one can not wear blinders j 
which will keep them out of sight 
entirely. One is forced to realize that 
this beautiful Rhine city is being 
Americanized with appalling rapidi­
ty.
It is the irony of fate that the Stars 
and Stripes should now wave in 
Coblenz, where the population used 
to be fanatical admirers of the old 
Kaiser. There in the Castle Square 
Rhenish cannoneers performed artil­
lery practise for a century. On those 
heights the Empress Augusta lived, 
and her regiments of guards paraded 
up there above the green shrubbery 
of the Casino and cannon thundered 
from the great fortress of Ehrenbrei­
tstein at every great German victory 
during those indescribably happy 
years of Germany’s former greatness.
j Business and financial experts of 
! the Middle West are confident of a 
j change for the better in business and 
commodity price conditions to follow 
the close of the political campaign. 
That means not in a day but in a few 
weeks after the full results of elections 
are known and the turmoil ahd un­
settled situation that always attend 
such a year have quieted.
According to Marry H. Merrick, 
president of the Great Lukes Trust 
and Savings Bank and former presi- ; 
dent of the Chicago Association of | 
Commerce, no matter which party j 
wins, modification of the excess profits j 
tax and repeal or revision of other j 
war-time regulations which are still j 
upon the statute books and which are ! 
regarded as harmful to good business | 
conditions are certain to come at an i 
early date. Huge food crops, as well j 
as good cotton and wool prospects, ! 
he says, preclude a possibility of a 
j general business depression. '
1 Most Prosperious Period Ahead
■ “ I am an optimist today,” he said, 
j “and I believe the country is in line 
j for one of its most prosperous per- 
i iods.”I
I Although wholesale prices on many 
I commodities continued to fall during 
I the month of October, employment.
; for the first time since the war boom, 
fell off, and employment agencies re­
ported an excess of applications for 
jobs over the jobs available. The lay- 
i ing off of many workers in big indus- 
: tries in other cities, notably in the 
automobile trade, caused hundreds of 
mechanics and other skilled workmen 
to flock to the Chicago field, creating 
a surplus there.
In the last month or six weeks there 
have been very encouraging declines 
in the price of many articles of food, 
which, despite the cry that wholesale 
declines have not been felt generally 
in the retail market, have actualv been 
noted by the housewives. Rice a year 
ago was around 2.r> emits; a month ago 
it was near IN cents: now it is selling 
as low as 12 cents. This price is still 
more than 100 per cent above the l!>i:i 
cost, 'but, like sugar, its drop from 
peak war prices has come. and. ac­
cording to food wholesalers, conn' to 
stay.
Wholesale prices on produce, fruits, 
vegetables and dressed beef may be 
said to show decided declines in 
figures of Nov. 1, 1920. as compared 
to figures of a corresponding date in 
1919.
The person that has wiped wet 
eyes, moistened parched tongues, put 
One should not dwell on such things, a new star in the sky of a dark life, 
but these thoughts intrude themselves added beauty and bloom, the song of
birds and the blossom of flowers to 
the lot of another is—whether he be 
rich or poor, known . or unknown, 
bound or free—one of God’s nobilitv.
irresistibly when a German passes 
along the streets of Coblenz.
The Americans lack every trace of 
intellectual, cultural, and historical
community with the land and people ---------
of the Rhine. Their callous domina- Enjoy the blessings of today, 
tion expresses itself destructively in God sends them, and the evils of 
one solitary field—that of Mammon, bear patiently and sweet.
Series 20 Big-Six
N e w  P ric e s
1920-21
B ig  S ix $ 2 ,4 0 0
S p ecia l S ix 1 ,975
S p ecia l S ix  C ou p e 2 ,9 0 0
S p ecia l S ix  S edan 3 ,0 0 0
L igh t Six 1 ,675
L ight S ix  S edan 2 ,6 5 0
The Sick Examined Free
Boston’s Master Specialist
Dr. Barbrick
WILL MAKE HIS NEXT REGULAR VISIT TO
H ou lton , M aine, and  b e  at the
Snell House—One Day Only
Thursday, Nov. 25th
10 a. m . to  5 p. m.
PERSONAL ATTENTION
DR. RARBKICK WILL POSITIVELY 
BK IX ATTKNDANCK ANT' WILL 
rr.KSONAl.I.V I ' OKs i ’ LT WI T H  
A.NU KX A UI NK A L L  OASES.
Are You S ick ? Are You Suffering? D o 
You Know What Alls Y ou ? CnlSw you 
know the True Cause of your troubles you 
win never be eiped. 90 out of every 100 sick 
fail to get well because of improper diagnosis*
FREE TO THE SICK
Dr.Barbrick will find Your Disease
and to aooommodate the many who were unable to see him duripg his previous visits he will eon 
tmue his Free Offer and give to all who call on him during this visit his complete examinations 
and full diagnosis together with all office services required by the case Absolutely Flee of Charge*
D IS EA S ES  T R EA TED
The sym ptom s and conse­
quences of which are too well
To those unacquainted with the great work 
carried on by Dr.Barbrick, the reach and range 
of his system of treatment and its admirable 
adaption to the needs of every olass of invalids 




nF A C M C Q C  Partial or Complete. Are ULHillLOO you warned by ringing noise3 
in the ears of the extension of the catarrhal 
inflammation to the hearing?
nVQDEDCIA Loss of appetite, bloating of III Of blOIH the stomach or any of the 
forms of catarrhal inflammation of the diges­
tive organs.
Hacking cough, pain in the 
cheat; loss of flesh, etc.
Havo you been warned 
of the approach by a 
persistent cough, Ni g ht  Sweats  or Hem­
orrhages ? «
A Q T U M A  7ou 8uff®r from an oppressed HO I niVIH feeling, choking or smothering 
sensation and difficult breathing?
I r r e g u l a r  poise,
__  _______________ shortness of breath,
flattering or palpitation.
Pain in the back,
___  ______  puliiness under the
eyes, swellingof the feetand frequent urination.
LIVER DISEASES
feeling of lassitude and constipation, etc.
NERVOUS DISEASES
melancholia, impaired intellect, unhappy aucl 
miserable without reason.
R U P IIM A T IQ M  Acute or chronic, musen- nnLUIYlHIIOlYI lar, articular or sciatic, 
for which other treatments proved unavailing.
BLOOD DISEASES
ulcers and foul humors.
SKIN DISEASES Eruptions’, falling of
hair and scalp affections.
PAM PER O  T flftM D Q  andall malignant 






T b R . B A RBR ICK  will have with him his Special “  X R A Y ”  outfit and Electrl- 
ZT e£l_ Machines and Instruments fo r  examining: the Rye, Ear,Nose, Throat, 1.ungs, Heart, B lood, etc., and w ill give these rem arkable exam i­
nations absolutely Free to all who call on him  during this visit. The above photo 
Shows the D octor m aking X  Ray Exam ination o f  Lungs as an A id  to Diagnosis.
READ HIS CREDENTIALS
For the benefit o f those who may not know 
him well, the following credentials will ena­
ble the patient to judge whether the Doctor 
is qualified to cure him or not.
J . FRASER BARBRICK, M. D.
Physician, Surgeon and Specialist. For seven 
years Teacher and Professor in the California 
Eclectic Medical College. Graduate Cincin­
nati, 1893; Atlanta, 1900; Los Angeles, 1910; 
Post Graduate New York Policlinic, 1901-2; 
N. Y. P. G., 1907-8; Edinburg, London and 
Paris, 1912; Vienna and Harvard, 1913. Ex- 
President and member of various medical and 
scientific societies. As a Teacher,Writer and 
Specialist hia reputation is international.
For the Hopeless
He especially invites those who have 
tried other treatments and failed; those 
who are now treating month after month 
without help, continuing to treat because 
of false encouragement; those who suffer 
from any MALADY which has been pro­
nounced INCURABLE, and people who 
have been told that they had Consump­
tion, Heart Trouble, Nervous Weakness, 
or any disease, are all invited Bo call and 
place themselves under his care during 
this visit, and take advantage of the 
Free Offer.
Permanent Address and Laboratory, 210 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass.
S pecial N otice
Berman’s Cloak Store announces a tremendous mark­
down on their entire stock of Ladies’ and Misses’ Coats, 
Suits, Furs, Blouses and Furnishings. Below we state a 
few items. This will give you a fair idea of our great 
mark-down that will prevail during this sale
W o n d e rfu l M on ey  S avers
Ladies Coats in three lots $14.98 $22.98 $35.00
Ladies Suits in three lots 18.50 25.50 33.75
Ladies Skirts in three lots 5.98 8.98 12.50
LADIES BLOUSES
in nil wanted materials surli as 
( d'nravt ie Crepe de Chene and 
Voile Waists at the low prices of 
$4.99 and $5.50 
6.50 and 6.98
BUNGALOW APRONS $1.45
LADIES FLEECE LINED UNION 
SUITS
Value $2.9X Special $2.50 
Value $L\5o Special $1.98
SERGE MIDDIES
Value $7.MS Special $5.98
CHILDREN’S CAPS AND SCARFS
Value $1.7”) Special 98c
ALL WOOL CASHMERE HOSE
Value $1.50 Special $1.25
SILK HOSIERY
Value $1.59 Special $1.03 
Value $l.5o Special 98c
FLANNEL MIDDIES
Red. Blue and (liven












In addition to the above we will give a 12 1-2 per cent 
discount on all Corsets, Gloves, Flannel Night Gowns, 
Petticoats, Sweaters, Bathrobes and other Furnishings
Greatest Sale 
of Its Kind
'ERMAN’S CLOAK STORE Almost a Third
59  M ain  St., H ou lton , M aine off Former
Prices jStores at Ft. F a irfie ld  and E astport
I
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DOLLARS WAS TOO
CHEAP IN CUBA
Economic conditions in Cuba at 
present, compelling measures such as 
President Menoeal's moratorium de­
cree, are in sharp contrast to those 
described in the following communi­
cation to the National Geographic So­
ciety by William Joseph Showalter, 
who visite<T>|ie island during the 
crest of its prosperity wave:
“Almost every person who visits 
Cuba on pleasure bent lands in 
Havana, and comparatively few get 
more • than 20 miles away from that 
city's central park.
Is Great Centre 
"If New York, Chicago, Philadelphia 
Boston and Washington were consoli­
dated, the resulting metropolis would 
bear about the same relation to the 
United States \that Havana bears to 
-Cuba. The capital city Is the home of 
more people than are embraced in the 
combined populations of all the other 
cities ahd towns of the Republic that 
have more than 4000 inhabitants. Its 
closest rival is Santiago, but that 
«city has only one-tenth as many people.
“ As half the country’s urban popula­
tion is centred in Havana, so also Is 
half of Its shipping. The city noVmal-
%
handles a greater foreign tonnage 
an any other port in the western 
hemisphere except New York.
“ Most of Cuba’s wealthy families 
have Havana homes. During the past 
four years the net profits of the sugar 
business have probably exceeded the 
gross returns of any other four-year 
period in the history of the island.
“The result is that perhaps no other 
-city in the whole world has proportion­
ately as large a wealthy population 
as Havana.
“Out of these conditions grew a 
situation where dollars were even 
cheaper than they are now in the 
United States. Tens of thousands of 
acres of land were laid out in resi­
dence sitds, and the Vedado district, 
the Riverside Drive and the Sheridan 
Road of Havana, was extended until 
it reached farther from the Prado than 
Riverside Drive from New York’s 
City Hall square, or Sheridan Road 
fi*om Chicago’s loop.
Land Prices High 
“ There are no advertising signs on 
these lots. But as one motors along 
one sees nestling close to the ground 
inconspicuous little boards about a 
foot long, and half a foot wide, bear­
ing the legend in Spanish ‘Sold to Mr. 
So and So.’ And Mr. So and So is ! 
usually some Cuban who made a for­
tune out of sugar down in the pro-; 
vinces and came up to the capital for j 
the social season. If not that, he is j 
probably an American who likes to be 
reasonably near the country clubs, i 
and prefers to live where the cocktail 
has not lost its legal status. The price 
of the lots was from $1 to $3 a square 
foot, or from $43,000 to $130,000 per 
acre. .
“If high prices hit those to whom 
Havana is home, it was, of course, 
natural that they should strike the 
transient even more forcibly. Hotels 
everywhere are always the advance 
guard In the price climb, and those 
in Cuba have been no exception.
“ There is only one hotel in Havana 
that gives anything like the American 
standard of service, and its rates dur­
ing the past season were $25 a day for 
an outside room with bath, without 
meals. It purposed to cater only to 
those to whom prices are no object; 
but that sort of patronage failed to 
-develop' in sufficient volume to main­
tain a full house.
* Tourists Move on
is only just begun; in many communi­
ties the road to church is almost im­
passable in the winter season, and the 
farmer hestitates at a trying task on 
his one day of rest.
So having been, with such good 
effect, a silent force for the improve­
ment of highways, the church should 
now, when the good roads may be had 
at less cost to the community through 
Federal aid, and perhaps State aid, 
'*aise its voice in urging the passage 
:>f local good-roads bond issues, at 
least.
“Where good roads exist, the 
Church has prospered. Enriched by 
the fruits of better highways, the 
congregation has been liberal in im­
proving and maintaining the church. 
The size of the congregation has in­
creased, and those to whom the op­
portunity for Christian service has i
be taking a little breathing spell be­
fore the rigors of winter shall grip 
the land.
It is a time when:
“The sound of dropping nuts is heard 
though all the bohghs are still.
And twinkle in the smoky light the 
waters of the rill."
In the Congressional Library at 
Washington is a little unpretentious 
volume, entitled, “ Doddridge’s Notes," 
in which this whole mystery is made 
plain as day, and the writer of this, 
sketch cannot do better than to cpiote 
verbatim:
“The reader must here be remind­
er that during the long-continued In­
dian wars sustained by the first set­
tlers of the western country they 
enjoyed no peace, excepting in the 
winter season, when, owing to the
| ern frontier of the state while the 
1 future author was yet a small child. 
I There he spent his childhood in his 
i lather’s frontier fort.
The father thought he was settling 
in Washington county, Pa., but when 
the state line was established, his 
farm was found to be in tin; panhandle 
of Virgina. Early in manhood the 
future author of tin* "Notes," became 
a minister of the gospel, under that 
pioneer soldier of Christianity, Francis 
Asburv.
TAKE A BOTTLE TO THE CAMP
FOR EMERGENCIESAn Old Family 
Doctor's Favorite 
Prescription BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Relieves Colic, or Cramps. Good for 
Insect Bites. Nothing better for 
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, etc. 
An all around remedy. Sold Every­
where. No poisons or opiates.
ity.
“Just as the good road has enlarged 
the areas from which the congregation 
is drawn, so has the automobile help­
ed to create a wider range of in­
fluence for the church. The sight of 
several dozen cars parked about a 
country church is not uncommon in 
districts where roads have been im­
proved. And it is a notable fact that 
people will often attend the church 
which can be reached by good roads 
in preference to the one located on an 
unimproved highway. The church 
can not afford to disregard the in­
fluence of the highway any more than 
those who realize the importance of 
good roads can disregard the part 
Christianity has played in furthering, 
the movement for better highways 
since the beginning of time. It has 
been said that the Crusades were 
made in spite of a lack of roads but 
that the Crusades demonstrated the 
need of roads by developing com- 1 
merce between the East and West. 
So does any great movement which 
affects a majority of the people have 
other consequences which can not he 
disregarded if civilization is to ad­
vance and humanity is to go on ‘in 
the highways, on which one goeth up 
to the house of God.’ ” j
SHERIFF’S SALE
Aroostook ss.
Taken this 28th day of October. 
1920. on an execution dated August 10, 
1920. issued on a judgment rendered 
by the Supreme Judicial Court for 
the county of Penobscot, at a term 
thereof begun and held at Bangor 
within and for said county of Penobs­
cot, on the first Tuesday of April, 1920. 
in favor of Frank E. Blodgett of Sun- 
cook in the State of New Hampshire, 
and against Charles A. Shannon of 
Maewahoe Plantation in said county
habitants of the country, who, I tv»ii<i^ L0°h o^r ^ ne Thousand, , . , , i Dollars, debt or damage, and will he
throughout the spring and early part, sold at public auction at the office of 
of the fall, had been cooped up in ! Archibalds, in Houlton, in said county 
their little uncomfortable forts and Aroostook, the shire town of said !
subject to all the distresses of the ? ! Aroostook, on the twentieth j; , day of December, 1920, at two o clock 1
Indian wars. i in the afternoon, the following des-
“At the approach of winter, there-! cribed real estate, and all the right, 
fore, the farmers, excepting the owner j title and interest which the said
Charles A. Shannon has in the same,
been given are made the leaders o f' severity of the weather, the Indians 
larger groups of followers and the j were unable to make their incursions 
possessors of a wider opportunity for ! into the settlements, 
furthering the teachings of Christian- i “The onset of winter was therefore
hailed as a jubilee by the early in-
of the fort, removed to their cabins 
on their farms, with the joyful feel- to wit: one-eighth in common and un­divided of the four following parcels
IMPORTANCE OF AN
EARLY START
Habits are more easily acquired in 
youth Inculate desirable habits be- 
lore undesirable ones are formed.
Start your hoys and girls early to 
save by starting accounts for them 
with the Houlton Trust Company.
4% Interest Paid n Savings Accounts
riOULTOh
ing of a tenant of a prison on recov- of real estate as follows:
“ The other hotels charged rates of 
from $9 to $12 for accommodations far 
from as good as one gets at from $3 
to $6 In New York. The result was 
that many people who cameSto spend 
a week or 10 days moved up their re­
turn dates considerably, and the tour­
ist population changed on the average 
every four days.
“The disappointments of the past 
season promise for the coming sea­
son a saner adjustment between rates 
and service.
“ Acoording to figures furnished the 
writer by the Cuban department of ag­
riculture, much land produces 22 bags 
'Of sugar to the acre. This, at 15 cents 
a pound, brings a gross return of more 
than $1000 an,acrd.
“These conditions thought about 
the unprecedented boom in sugar 
lands. One sugar estate, which was 
brought some three years ago for 
$3,000,000, sold last Januarv for $9,- 
500,000. Another, which was valued 
at about $6,000,000 a few years ago. 
changed hands at $15,000,000.
GOOD ROADS
AND BETTER CHURCHES
When today there is a “ flivver” in 
the hands of practically every rural 
dweller, good roads are almost synony­
mous with good churches, and the 
time has come for the Church to 
*tand solidly behind the good-roads 
movement. In the past the church 
was a powerful influence for road im 
provement, we are told, and “ it is 
certainly true that this weekly contact 
with mudholes and mire was a decid­
ing factor in the minds of many when 
the question of spending money for 
better roads was'faised in the town- 
ahlp, county or State.”  But the work1
“ INDIAN SUMMER”
IDEAS ANALYZED
How did the term “ Indian summer’’ 
originate, and when does Indian sum­
mer come. First and last there has 
been much misinformation given out 
on this subject. There are writers 
who seem to infer that the phrase is 
but another name for autumn or fall. 
They will refer to the fine Indian sum­
mer weather in the vgrv first days of j
September. They are wrong, of course.
A busy writer, doing a daily stunt, 
may be excused for falling into such 
errors, especially when the matter is j
j
admittedly obscure, but it is another j 
matter when we consult tne encyclo-1 
pedia, and are gravely informed that! 
the origin of the term is unknown. | 
That’s what encyclopedias are for, to I 
dig out and present the facts that are j 
obscure. (
The season bearing this appellation 
generally comes in November—any­
where from the 1st to the 20th of that 
month.
There may be some sharp, cold 
weather—heavy frosts and more or 
less ice and freezing of the ground— 
perhaps a skift of snow. People will 
conclude that winter is right upon us, 
it being plenty late enough.
But after a few days the cold will 
moderate, the nights being frosty, but 
the days warm and mild as in Septem­
ber. A thick and smoky haze obscures 
the hills. The distant line of moun­
tains melts in the sky. The very winds 1 
are stilled. Nature herself seems to
ering his release from confinement.
“All was bustle and hilarity in pre­
paring for winter by gathering in the 
corn, digging potatoes. fattening 
hogs and repairing the cabins.
“To our forefathers the gloomy 
months of winter were more pleasant 
than the zephyrs of spring and the 
flowers of May.
“ It, however, sometimes happened 
that after the apparent onset of win­
ter the weather became warm; the 
1 smoky time commenced and lasted 
for a considerable number of days.
“This w’as the Indian summer be­
cause it afforded the Indians another 
opportunity of visiting the settle­
ments with their distressing warfare.
“The melting of the snow saddened 
every countenance and the genial 
I warmth of the sun chilled every heart
I with horror. i!j “The apprehension of another visit 
from the Indians and of being driven 
back to the detested fort was pain­
ful in the highest degree and the dis­
tressed apprehension was frequently 
realized.
The writer hereof has never seen 
but the one volume of the “ Notes." 
though it is probably to be found in 
other large libraries.
It is the most graphic and, doubtless, 
the most complete transcript of 
pioneer life extant. It describes every 
phase of existence for those hardy 
men and women who fought the 
Indians and the wilderness and 
conquered both. It is the llliad of 
the pioneer.
Dr. Joseph Doddridge was himself 
a pioneer and knew' whereof he wrote. 
Born in 1762, near Bedford. Pa., his 
father removed to the extreme west-
WHY HAVE CATARRH?
So Disagreeable to Yourself and All 
About You.
Catarrh is generally conceded to 
be a constitutional disease. There­
fore it requires a constitutional 
remedy like Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
w’hich reaches every part of the 
system by thoroughly purifying 
and enriching the blood. This 
medicine removes the cause of the 
trouble, w’hich if not checked may 
lead to more serious disease.
In 4b years of use and test 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has relieved 
many eases tis told by voluntary 
letters of commendation. Why 
not get a bottle today an.l give it 
a trial / It combines economy an<f 
efficiency. Keep Hood’s Pill3 on 
hand as a r'mnilv cathartic.
1st: a certain tract in said Maewahoe 
Plantation, beginning at a stake, be­
ing the southeast corner of the 
Draham Lot, so called, thence south 
eighty six rods to land now or former­
ly of Willard How’ard, thence east 
sixty four rods, thence north eighty 
six rods, thence west sixty four rods 
to first mentioned bounds, being the 
same conveyed to Nealv Shannon by 
John Estes by deed dated Sept. 29, 
1865, recorded in the Aroostook Reg­
istry of Deeds at Houlton in Vol. 29, 
Page 2<U.
2nd: the following parcel in said 
Maewahoe: Plantation: Commencing at 
Neal Shannon's northwest corner and 
running west one hundred rods to line 
of the late Charles Kimball’s lot, 
thence running south on said line to 
the Boober lot, thence* one hundred 
rods east to Neal Shannon’s corner, 
thence south to the first mentioned 
bounds, being the same conveyed to 
Neal Shannon by frank p. Kimball In­
deed dated Dec. 8, 1882, and recorded 
in said Registry in Vol. 79. Page 458.
3rd: the following parcel in said 
Maewahoe Plantation hounded and 
described as follows: on the north by 
the Charles E. Kimball lot, on the 
east by the Weslry W. Kimball lot, on 
the south by a lot of land now or 
formerly occupied by Margaret O'Roak, 
and on the west by the Molunkus 
stream, being tin* same conveyed to 
Nealy Shannon by Isabelle E. Stevens . 
by deed dated Sept. 29. 1897. and re- 1 
corded in said Registry in Vol. 165.
' Page 152.
4th: The east half of Lot numbered 
sixty four and a part of the west half, 
of lot numbered sixty four aforesaid 
in Sherman in said county of Aroos­
took, bounded easterly by the road 1 
leading from said farm to land now 
1 or tonncrly of Charles A. Robinson, 
southerly and westerly by land now 
or formerly of Hiram G. Sleeper and 
northerly by the road leading from 
! said Sleeper's to George H. Dunbar, 
being the same conveyed to Neil 
Shannon by Ole Hanson by deed dated 
May 18, 1895. and recorded in said 
Registry in Vol. 150, Page 152.
Also all the right, title and interest 
of the said Charles A. Shannon in and 
to a certain lot of land in Township 
One, Range Four in said county of 
Aroostook, being the same lot bought 
of F. E. Libbey April 22, 1880. record­
ed in said Registry in Vol. 69. Page 
28, being a part of Lot one hundred 
and tw-elve as surveyed by Frank 
Martin, also Lot one hundred and 
sixteen in said Township One Range 
Four, the aforesaid being the same 
conveyed to Charles A. Shannon by 
Melville Johnson by deed dated Nov.
26, 1889, and recorded in said Registrv 
in Vol. 119, Page 809.
A. B. SMART,
•‘H5 Deputy Sheriff.
Perm anent 2nd Liberty
Bonds
W e  w ill e x ch a n g e  these fo r  T e m p ora ry  
B on ds n ow  in circu lation , fre e  o f  ch a rge  






It is better to store up revenue than 
regrets. A weeky, systematic deposit 
with the Houlton Savings Bank will 
help you accumulate a fund for emer­
gency or opportunty.
Start it now.
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum 
have been paid for the past nine years
Houlton Savings Ba n k
^ H O U L T O N , M A IN E ’
Y our De a l e r  
Sells Thls Package
Just tSie Thin
» Don’t  put up with pains 
and Bakery o f  bunions— 
it’s entirely unnecessary
FA! ft Y FOOT
will relieve tho psin—tsk*? out 
th« ■iveilm* nod aorcnewi and re*
•tore ttv* joint to rortr.al »lae Just 
)>Lo fretting new /eat. Yoo’ll be 
•orprtoed At .vmlt*
OweatM:) to Midq yea u  
yea* swmmv bscti.
O. F. FRENCH A SON 
Cor. Court A Main 8trs
O N E  P O U N D
F. L . JONES CO.
PIC-NIC
SODA BREAD
m a n u f a c t u r e * , a t
7 1 -7 3  PIC K E R IN G  SQUARE
B A N G O R .  M A ,r ^ L ^
“How is the cake coming?” Everybody’s 
interested. You want to know that it fs 
coming right and you test it time &nd 
again. That’s the way to make sure of
William Tell
Flour
O r  I m  B u l k , I f  Y o u  P r e f e r
AN A C H I E V E M E N T  I N  C R A C K E R  B A K I N G
Free from aweetness of some crackers. No sugar used. Wholesome. 
Nutritious. Really you better taste these crispy golden brown crackers. 
Order today.
Wo test it at ('very stage of its making--several times an hour.
We make absolutely certain of its uniform quality and purity.
Because we have thus made sure of the quality of the flour, you 
can be sure of the quality of your baking.
You will find that William Tell will give a delicious flavor and a 
uniform goodness to all your balling.
Dealers supplied by wholesale grocers at 
Presque Isle, Bangor or Portland, Me. ( 3 2 0 )
P.j^ L. Jones Co., — Cracker Bakers 100 years. — Bangor, Me.
Don’t take any chancees on your flour. 
Tell your grocer, Willia m Tell, and be sure.
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Subscribers should bear (n 
mind that all subscriptions are 
payable in advance and the pa­
per will be discontinued at ex­
piration.. Notice of such expira­
tion will be sent out the First of 
each month .
MONTICELLO
Last Friday was a real winter day 
-and several inches of snow fell.
Mrs. Charles Hotham left Monday 
for Boston for a few weeks visit.
A Ford car took fire and was burn­
ed in the street last Thursday even­
ing.
Guy C. Fletcher went to Houlton 
Tuesday to serve on the Jury at this 
term of court.
Mrs. Mattie Stanley returned last 
week from a visit with her son James 
In Trenton, N. J.
Grange met on Saturday evening 
and the first and second degrees 
conferred on seven candidates.
Fred Cheney and party returned 
from their hunting trip Saturday 
afternoon, bringing out eight deer.'
O. L. Folsom is moving his family 
from his farm into the house at the 
village the purchased of A. M. Nasdn.
Mrs. Daniel Stewart spent several 
days the past week in Greenville 
with her son James Stewart and 
family.
Mrs. iva K. Ruth of Houlton spent 
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.-Geo. \V. 
Stewart.
Miss Mary Collins, who is training 
at the Tewksbury hospital, Mass., 
spent last week with her mother. Mrs. 
Jessie Collins.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Perry and 
Mrs. Crockett and daughter of Houl­
ton spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Stewart.
NO HIGH COSTS BAR
KEEPING FOUR WIVES
Found! one place on the lace of the 
earth where the high-cost-of-living 
jinks has failed to cut hhy capers.
Down in the tropic isle of Sulu, 
where gaudy parfiketts nag the day 
long in the palme.'n trees the average 
citizen is still aide to maintain thro.- 
or four wives without any perceptible 
strain on the family purse, and any 
man may keep a safe distance ahead 
of the sheriff on the exceedingly 
modest income of $12.50 a month.
This glad intelligence has just feded 
brought, to America hv Prince Hajis 
Jasana, favorite nephew of the Sultan 
of Sulu and son of Hajis Ahuhaker,
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Rhoda of Hodg- j form ,. Prinie Minister and chief ad­
don, Mrs. Harry Stimson, Mr. and , . , , . , 0 ,,
Mrs. H. E. Kimball of Houlton attend- ! viser to hls royal highness the Sul-
LUDLOW
Mrs. Clyde Thomas spent Thurs­
day with Mrs. O. L. Thompson.
Mrs. Oliver Colo of New Limerick 
visited Mrs. H. H. Cosman last week.
Mr. Lee Good of Monticello preach­
ed at the Baptist church Sunday 
evenlng.
Mr. William Scott of Niles Settle­
ment attended the service at tire 
Baptist church Sunday.
Mrs. Samuel Morrison, who was 
operated on at the Aroostook hospital 
Tuesday, is gaining well.
Miss Madeleine Stephenso n is 
spending a few weeks with her aunt, 
Mrs. Clarence Libby of Houlton.
Mr. Earl Hand, who is attending 
Houlton Business College, spent the 
week-end with his mother, Mrs. Edith 
Hand.
During the short days Sunday 
school at the Baptist church will be 
at 1 p. m. and the preaching service 
at 2 p. m.
ed services at M. E. church Sunday 
afternoon.
Mrs. Eunice Lyons of Houlton was 
called here by the severe illness of 
her mother, Mrs. L- O. Sawyer. Mrs. 
Crockett, nurse from Houlton, is 
caring for Mrs. Sawyer.
A party was given on Thursday 
evening. November 11th, for Mr. L. 
J. Bubar at his home in honor of his 
birthday. Those present were: Mr. 
and Mrs. Ray Young and daughter 
Miss Nella, Mrs. Roy Niles of Houl­
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Sharp, Mr. and 
Mrs. Ernest Adams. Mr. and Mrs. 
Clarence Gove, Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
Adams. A chicken pie supper was 
served by Mrs. Bubar and an enjoy­
able evening spent together, friends 
leaving at a late hour, wishing Mr. 
Bubar many returns of the day.
tan.
Prince Hajis Jasana has enrolled as 
a cadet at the Pennsylvania Military 
College, where he intends to remain 
for three years preparatory to going 
to West Point. His idea is to absorb ; 
all of the best Yankee military train­
ing so that he will be equipped to re­
turn home and successfully tackle the 
arduous job of bossing the Sulu army.
For several years Jasana has been 
undergoing the exhilarating and in-, 
structive process of Americanization 
and for that reason he has discarded 
the title “ Prince” and insists upon he- 1
HODGDON
Mrs. Olin Quint was on the 
list last week.
sick
ing called plain Mr. Jasana. His ar- i
i rlval at collegB wus not accompanied j mcdlatelv , „ pon a pavr(lll 
j by any of the accustomed pomp and 
I fanfare of the royal house of Sulu.
I Not long ago Philadelphians had an
! Sulu. Food is plentiful there and 
cheap. The same applies to elothing 
and other necessities of life. A man 
may live royally and support a family 
on $12.rm a month in Sulu. That sum 
will provide him with a good home, 
food and clothing and enable him to 
support two or three wives eomfortali­
ly. Of course, not much clothing is 
required in Sulu that is one reason, 
why wives can be supported so cheap­
ly. Eighteen dollar shoes are also 
things unknown in Sulu, lor which all 
Sulu husbands are very thankful.
“A man in Sulu may have as many 
wives as he can support. .My mule, 
j the Sultan, has live at present. He 
could have as many as lie desires, but 
bf late he has seemed quite satisfied 
to let. the number rest at, five."
The young Prince paid high praise 
to tin1 American administration in 
Sulu.
“ Naturally," he said, "it came as a 
great shock to our traditions and our 
mode of living when we were obliged 
to pull down our national hag of five 
stars and how to the will of the 
United States. The coming of the 
Yankees swept away our institutions 
of slavery, upon which our empire 
was founded.
“Over night thousands and thou­
sands of men and women became , 
free, and there was inaugurated a new 
economic system which shook the 
very bulwarks of the nation. My 
father's hundreds of slaves were inl­
and
received freedom of action. For 
months everything was chaos, but
amp-
eomes to marriage they want to he 
the one and only wife. Every year 
hundreds of Sulu young women are be­
ing graduated from higfi .schools and 
colleges. Some are entering the pro­
fessions.
"'I lie Americans have done wonders 
i" ihe matter of disease prevention.
I bey lie. \ e eliminaied smallpox as an 
im po riant i art or ;n tt,e death rate. 
Idle Aim d e a n s  h a v e  virtually 
(,d out cholera and buboni 
Years have passed sin 
been a widespread epidemic of 
disease' among the inhabitants. The 
United States public health and 
marine hospital service bus not onh 
thrown its protective system around 
the. archipelago but has sent its out-' 
posts to important neighboring Asiatic 
ct'ntres for the elimination of disease.
"Through the school system the 
Americans are generalizing the use 
of the English language, which to­
day is spoken far more generally Mian 
Spanish was when it had been the 
official language of the country. Bovs 
and girls are being taught the ele­
ments of good sanitation and right 
living.
“Tin1 previous almost complete ab­
sence of good roads has been remedied 
by the construction of about 6.Ut)d 
miles of admirably constructed high­
ways. I have cited only a few of the 
benefits that American occupation has 
given the islands, and is it any wonder 
that we Stilus oppose independence 
unless it carries with it an American 
protectorate?
“We feel that we need American in-
1 he ground worms are crawling on 
flic surface of my garden. If the 
w inter were going to bo a hard one 
(hey would have' been five feet under 
ground three weeks a&b.
'Carter '•makes are as lively and 
t rol iesoim in (lie garden of my neigh­
bor.' David Join s, as they w< re in 
mid-Jti)y. 1; Mm . inter were going 
to be harsh, you could not find one 
skirmishing around after the second
I higm . | wefcJ|. jn Q cqokcr.'
ce there has?
The Bath Times continues to deal 
out the cheery items that forecast 
an open winter. Here's the latest:
An old farmer, in town one day this 
week, remarked... upon the greater 
abundance of pime^eoues on the trees 
this Fall saving'that it was an indi­
cation of an oirnh winter. He said 
that lie not only had. heart, but his 
experience had justified the old legend 
that when there were many pine 
(ones the winter would prove mild.
Stiring up bitterness in a neigh­





Mr. W. M. Bither and family have i °PP°rtunity of seeing his august uncle nevv system and to feel its bene-
gradually we began to fit ourselves to fluence and assistance for some time
BRIDGEWATER
was in HoultonJessie Everett 
last week.
The M. E. Aid meet Wednesday p. 
m. with Mrs. Dell Cookson.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sargeant have 
gond to Centerville, *N. B. to visit 
relatives.
Elwood Brewer returned home 
from a few days hunting trip with a 
big deer.
Bills are out announcing the dance 
here Dec. 2nd, given by Tinkers 
Singing Orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole were 
entertaining friends from Houlton 
over Sunday at their camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Barrett have 
gone to Houlton to stop with their 
daughter, Mrs. Mona Buck, until after 
Thanksgiving.
Mrs. M. A. Randall and Mrs. Emma 
Boone attended Mrs. M. A. Gilman’s 
knitting bee at Robinson, Nov. 11th. 
About 26 ladies sat down to a bounti­
ful chicken dinner at noon and a bean 
supper at C o’clock. A nice amount 
of knitting was done
moved to Houlton.
Mr. Beecher Howard has recently 
sold his farm to Mr. Lavety.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Haskell were 
guests of relatives at Koulton last 
week.
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Jackins have re­
turned to their home for a short 
time.
Mr. Winfield Scott has sold his 
residence on the Calais Road to Mr. 
James Murchie.
in one of the Burton Holmes moving 
pictures. In that picture the Sultan 
occupied a throne of silk and gold and 
fully a core of servile lackeys were 
endeavoring to make his royal high­
ness as comfortable as possible. 
Seven blacks were keeping the humid 
Sulu atmosphere stirring about his 
Majesty’s person by means of long 
handled fans made of ostrich plumes
Mr. WilUam Nesbert of Cary has i an(j others Avere hurrying about pre- 
recently purchased the Robert Cox . .. , . „
farm and the W. M. Bither residence. panng reireshments for the great 
Mr. William Betts has recently dignitary.
EAST HODGDON
The Ladles* Aid will meet with Mrs. 
John Grant Wednesday, Nov. 24.
Miss Lucy Colton of Houlton was 
the week-end guest of her sister, Mrs. 
Joseph Aucoin.
Mrs. Herbert Crane was the guest 
of her daughter, Mrs. Robert Hawks, 
in Houlton recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Barton of 
Houlton were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles R. Green recently.
Ur. and Mrs. Clarence London and 
family were the guests of Mrs. 
Herbert London, Hodgdon, Sunday.
Miss Helen Cottle of H. H. S. In 
Houlton was the week-end guest of 
her grandmother, Mrs. John London.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Crane and 
family were the guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Emerson Dickinson at Union 
Corner, Sunday.
Mrs. Clarence Libbey and Mrs. 
Frank Lowery of Houlton were the 
guests of Mrs. Edward Henderson 
part of last week.
Mrs. Ellas Egears is spending two 
weeks in Boston, the guest of rela-* 
tives. She attended the National 
Grange while there.
. Mrs. Florence Dickinson and son 
Winston of Union Corner, N. B. were 
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John 
Grant Thursday and Friday.
purchased of Harland Sherman the 
Blacksmith Shop and Garage at the 
Mills.
Evengelistic services under the 
direction of Miss Frances Adams will 
continue this week at the Methodist 
church.
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist 
church will have their Annual Sale 
of useful and fancy articles at the 
Town Hall on the evening of Dee. 
10th. Supper will also be served.
Mr. William Brown
On Sunday,-Nov. 7, occurred the 
death of Mr. William Brown at the 
age of 79 years, after being a patient 
sufferer from a cancer for some time.
Mr. Brown was a good citizen, kind 
neighbor and a loving husband and 
father, and by his jovial disposition 
won friends with all whom he met.
Funeral services were held at his 
residence on Tuesday afternoon, under 
the direction of Undertaker Dunn of 
Houlton. Rev. D. A. MacKinnon 
spoke comforting words to the 
bereaved.
The bearers were Mr. Eben Hunter, 
Mr. Cyrus Benn, Mr. Arthur Sterritt j 
and Mr. Merrill Leavitt. !
Mr. Brown leaves to mourn his ; 
demise, a wife, one son Joshuale, two 
daughters, Mrs. Arthur Estabrooke of 1 
Amity and Mrs. Frank Addington of j 
this town. j
LITTLETON
Oscar Crane Is having the DeTco 
lights put In his house and store.
William Cullens has moved into E. 
B. Lilley’s residence for the winter.
Mr. E. D. Coy is to move into the 
rent recently vacated by Wm Cullens.
The Isaac W. Chase homestead has 
been sold to Peter Phair of Presque 
Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham White of 
Crystal were callers at O. V. Jenkins’ 
on Monday.
Mrs. Isaac Gerow returned home 
Tuesday, having spent several days 
In Hodgdon vslting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dugan of South 
Gardiner, Me. are the guests of Mrs. 
Dugan’s brother, A. Z. McBride.
Irving Ross of Needham, Mass, re­
turned to his home on Monday ac­
companied by his mother, Mrs. J. D. 
Rots.
Alllston A. Wolverton moved to 
M onticello on Tuesday. He has rent­
ed a garage and will work there this 
winter.
Mr. an Mrs. H. B. Lilley are spend­
ing the winter in Oakfleld with Mrs. 
Lilley’s sister. They will be greatly 
missed In the church where they ere 
active workers.
Mrs. Orle Tltcomb and sister Ada 
Brawn of Presque Isle returned Wed­
nesday from a few days visit in Ban­
gor and Waterville, Maine.
Friends o f Mrs. H. J. McBride of 
Houlton. formerly of Littleton, were 
grieved to hear of her death. Mrs. 
McBride was a member of Littleton 
Grange.
LMNEUS
Mr. Willie Adams and family spent 
Sunday In 8myrna with relatives.
The many friends of Mrs. Edwin 
Sawyer are sorry to hear of her ill-
SE CON D NOTICE
“A GOOD PROVIDER”
When it comes to being “a good 
provider,” no man would pride him­
self on furnishing trash liberally for 
his .family. The family is entitled to 
good, wholesome food that helps 
growth.
It is the same \*ith reading. Good 
reading pleases and creates its own 
hunger for more good reading. The 
Youth’s Companion is the best of 
rading for all—every member—every 
age.
And it comes every week—crowded 
with the best. Let us prove it with 
a sample.
The Youth’s Companion has long 
since ceased to provide for “ Youth" 
alone. It has become the favorite all- 
the-family weekly of America. Its 
name is a misnomer, but is retained 
for the sentiment it has generated in 
American homes through its service 
to every age.
Still $2.50 for a year of 52 issues, 
but this price not guaranteed beyond 
January 1, next. |
New subscribers for 1921 will 
receive:
1. The Youth’s Companion—52 issues
in 1921. ' !
2. All remaining weekly 1920 issues.
3. The Companion Home Calendar | 
for 1921.
All the above for $2.50.
4. McCall’s Magazine for 1921, $1.50 j
—the monthly fahion authority. Both ! 
publications for only $3.50. |
The Youth’s Companion, Common­
wealth Ave. & St. Paul St., Boston 
Mass. New subscriptions received at 
this office.
j But Prince Jasana came to P. M. C.
I much after the manner of any other 
1 plain American youth—in an over- 
| worked taxi of mud encrusted wheels J and faded varnish. And when he 
' alighted at the college steps the erst-I
j while prince gave the driver a hand 
! at the steamer trunk perched on the 
1 front seat. But when he tendered the 
taxi man a bill and murmured “ Keep 
j the change” in almost perfect English 
the driver beamed with surprise and 
I content. The bill was not a small 
j  one.
! The Prince was attired in a well 
j fitting suit of light gray and wore a 
becoming tie and a soft brown hat. 
which harmonized with the olive 
brown of his skin and the (larked 
brown of his intelligent eyes. In the 
veins of this supple young Sulu runs 
the blood of noble ancestors extend­
ing hack more than 500 years.
His eyes glow with pride when he 
speaks of the traditions of his race, 
but he is a model of humbleness in his 
eagerness to grasp the very essenc-* 
of American democracy. His father: 
is very rich and his uncle, the Sultan, 
many times a millionaire. The latter 
in addition to presiding over the 
kingdom of Sulu under American 
supervision owns half of the romantic 
island of Borneo and draws huge 
revenues from his estates and planta­
tions there. 1
Though for centuries it has been the 
custom of his race to take more than 
one wife and maintain harems, Jasana 
has been converted to the one wife 
idea and other commendable institu­
tions of modern civilization with 
which he became acquainted while at­
tending the American college at Man­
ila.
“The high cost of living," said
ficial results.
“ We Stilus do not share this crav­
ing for independence which is now 
agitating other races in the Luzon and 
Visayan groups. We realize that we 
still have much to learn before we 
can he self-governing. We Stilus 
refuse to accept any sort, of indepen­
dence unless the United States agrees 
to act as a protectorate, constantly on 
guard against invasion of the militar­
istic and materialistic Japanese. We 
know what Japan is doing to Corea 
and wo know she will do the same to 
us if she gets the opportunity.
“The advancement of women is one 
of the most important and gratifying 
results of American occupation of 
Sulu. The women of Sulu are reach- 1 
ing out for full independence which 
is enjoyed in America. When i t
to conn\ I heard much of the great­
ness of America, but I have been 
stupefied by the marvels I have seen 
since arriving on these shores of lib­
erty and opportunity.”
WHY WE ARE COUNTING 
ON A WARM, OPEN WINTER
A New York special dispatch to the 
Boston Globe, says:
Peter Zellus of 3520 Richmond ter­
race. Holland Hook, S. I., predicts a 
mild winter. His reasons follow: 
"The bullfrogs in the pond near my 
house make night melodious with 
Ilnur croakings and their dulcet 
voices. If the Winter were to he 
severe they would be imbedded in the 






— since 1879— in over 400 ,00 0  
cases. Methods rational and hu­
mane, health always improved. 
No nausea, sickness or bad 
after e ffects— nothing “ he­
roic” . N o confinement or public­
ity. Pleasant surroundings, ideal lo­
cation, complete equipment. Special 
privacy for women. All business and 
correspondence strictly confidential.
TH E K EELEY INSTITUTE
523 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
Cor. of Mellon Street Telephone 5470 
P O R T L A N D  : : M A I N E
The only one !n Maine, New Hampshire 
or Vermont and nearest to 
Maritime Provinces
Week of Nov. 15, 1920
Temple Theatre
W ED N ES D A Y
BOB OTT M U SIC AL C OM EDY CO.
“ THE TATTOOED GIRL"
This i'nni]i;’ ':v has played Main* nit it-.-
f Patt-for five seasn.i.-, lent never mirth 
mT before.
Nn Matiiife Starts 8 Sharp. I Tice?* 
T.'e and fl.no War Tax ineludvd
T H U R S D A Y
BOB O TT MUSICAL COM EDY CO.
in
“ FOR SALE A WIFE"
All new ('nstunifs. Sonys and I'anres. A 
m’od dean show and funny!
Xo Matin*'* —  Starts N Sharp. I’riia-s :t.r>. 
."n, 7r><■ ami U.nn War Tax included
F R ID A Y
BOB O TT M U S IC A L COMEDY CO.
“ THE VEILED MODEL"
People like Hoi* <>tt because lie is funny 
without iieitiK vulgar, and it is his idea to 
offer tfie Prettiest I >ancing and Singing 
Chorus in the World.
X'o Matinee Starts X Sharp. Prices 35, 
an, TTic and fl.uu War Tax included
S A T U R D A Y
BOB O TT M USICAL COMEDY CO.
- - -- -- in - .
“ WILD WOMEN”
Sat. evening picture starts tit 7 
o ’ clock, big show at 8.15. Prices 35, 5a, 75c 
and $ 1.00 War Tax included. Remeber 
Matinee Saturday only. Picture starts a? 
_ . o'clock, big show at 3.15. Prices 35. 35
Jasana, has never once nibbled at and 50c War Tax Included
Mira Frances B. Adams preached in 
the M. K  church on jtanday after*
Mrs. Maggie Nichenon of Smyrna 
is vlettSnf Mr* and Mrs. W illie
A HOULTON MAN’S
EXPERIENCE
Can you doubt the evidence of this 
Houlton citizen?
You can verify Houlton endorse 
ment.
Read this:
C. O. Trenholm, 65 Elm St., Houlton, 
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills always do 
me good whenever my kidneys get 
out of order. They do just as repre 
sented every time and I recommend 
them willingly. I have to be on my 
feet foany hours through the day and 
part of the night and its mightly hard 
on the kidneys. My back ached so it 
almost put me past going. My 
kidneys were not acting regularly and 
showed other signs of disorder. When­
ever I feel these symptoms coming on 
I get a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at 
French A Son’s Drug Store. After 
using them the trouble leaves me.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Mllburn 




Get Ready Now  
F o r  Thanksgiving
HAVE the right Roaster or Pan to properly accommodate your turkey— 
the right Carving Set for him too.
We can supply every Cooking Utensil you 
want for the entire dinner— the right Cutlery 
too. Many other necessary Thanksgiving 
accessories, also. All are specially dis­
played this week.
Come in and see how completely we can 
fill your needs.
PUTNAM HARDWARE COMPANY
H O U LTO N , M A IN E
t h e  KY/AfCff£fT£Jt s t o r e
£ 1
A  Wondrous Beauty 
Cream
YOU will love the fragrance first. Then the velvet smoothness, the delicate creaminess, 
of this marvelous beauty cream. It fairly melts 
into the skin—without a trace of grease, or the 
clogging of a single pore. Anemic tissues 
speedily drink it in, becoming smooth and softly 
pliable under Combination Cream Jonteel. A  
perfect base for powder. Take home a jar 
today.
L. A . Barker Company
Oakfield, Maine
Outlasts Two or Three Ordinary 
W ood Stoves
TT^D ow sgiecu the heaviest air-tight
y  nude. W eighs 220 pounds.
meens strong, durable parts 
«nd long life in stoves. W here ordi* 
n v y  wood stoves body iron soon bums 
eu$, the heavy l&gauge boiler iron
in the Dowagiae lasts a generation. 
Built by the Round Oak Folks to  
outlast two or three ordinary airtight 
wood stoves, the Dowagiae is by far 
cheaper to buy, length o f  service con* 




Come in and examine this handsome, safe, durable J r  
heater at once, w t may pot be able to supply you later 
acany price.
E. TARBELL & SONS
SMYRNA MILLS, MAINE
